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LOCAL AFFAIRS

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
•

*

•

When $3.00 per year

to Rice * Tyler,
The safe belonging
who bed an olllce in the
Di»n<> dealer*.
now deetroyed, wee opened
Grebe™ block,
contents tound deSeturdey end ite

will

you Absolute Protection
for your valuables in the

assure

David Friend-Clothing cleaned, mended
and pressed.
Lost— Baby’s coat.
M E 8trout—
Help wanted.
J A Haynes—Cash-down store.
Cirone—Restaurant and rooms to let.
Ellsworth Greenhouse,
flarry C Austin A Co—Furniture and under-

taking.

itroycd.

of the Sterne Lumber Co.
end it wee
that tbe contente were ell deTbe lone to.

Xbe vault

opened Monday morning,

lound
itroyed.

TVBW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

—

Bangor Commerical.

gURRILL

•

Fire and Burglar-Proof
Vaults of the
Inspection Invited.

Sat. 9 to i.

Call

to-day.

In

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

From
From

Wbat-'A.M. J11.16 a m; 4.26, $6-18 p
East—12.22, 5.86 and 11.07 p m.
MAIL CLOSBS AT

Going Wist— 11.46
Going East—6.80 a

m.

POSTOPF1CB.

'8.56, *5 and
3.56 and 5.46 p

a in;

1pm.

m;

m.

Registered mail should be

at postofflee half
hour before mail closes.
•Daily, Sunday included.
iDaily, except
Monday, r Daily, except Saturday. $ Daily,
except Sunday, Sunday at 6.49.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
an

"Ready Money” for Travelers
The American Bankers

Association Travelers’
form of universal currency. Issued in flO, fjo, f50 and flOO cheques;
you simply tear them out, countersign, and cash.
Whether you travel at home or abroad, you will
ba financially best equipped with these convenient A. B. A. Cheques. Ask us about them.

Cheques supply

east

the ideal

i

_—

BIUCK MOOCLSL

Buick and Cadillac
ri ese arc the two makes of cars for which we are tlfl» selling
agents. The features of these cars are s4k-h that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.
COMPLETE LIME OF- LIGHT

DELIVERY

TRUCKS

Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.
and every tool needed to do

with all

repairing

speed.

I

I

Here’s
at a

Top-notch

It’s called PATRIDGE TEA,

Oolong product.

Tea

Price!

Bargain
a

No. 27

PEOPLE

UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF ELLSWORTH

FOR THE

THIS IS A 6000 BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

attendance is desired.

their first visit here.

We have all the facilities required by an up-to-date
banking institution, and, in addition, we place at the
disposal of onr customers the benefit bf the collective
character, ability and experience of a most efficient
staff of officers and employees.
If you are in need of an invest men, or desire the
benefit of onr banking opportunities, in any way,
call us up, write us, come in and see us, or we will
send oni- representative to see you and get in touch
with you.

They arrived Sat

urday, accompanying Hoyt A. Moore.
Miss Marion L. Woodard, who has taken
instructor of the deaf in New
York during the past winter, is home for
the summer. She will return to New
York in the fall to take up her work as
teacher in a New York echool for the deaf.
Mrs. Mary Jordan Leighton is home
from a two weeks’ vacation spent in Belfast, Rockland, Camden and Thomaston.
Mrs. Leighton expects to spend August
and September at Peak’s Island near Portland, visiting Boston, Springfield and New

a course as

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH.

Yor* before her return.

Two Ellsworth yachts, the Lorelei and
Genie, left to-day for a cruise in company
along the coast to westward. On board
the Lorelei wereJ.W. Nealley, Fred W.
OLD HOME WEEK
COMING EVENTS
Joy, E. E. Joy and E. G. Moore, with John
Edward W. Austin, of Van Buren, ar- Ray as steward. On the Genie were Frank Big Mass Meeting to be Held ToELL8WOBTH.
S. Lord, William L. McDonald and George
rived home yesterday for a short visit.
morrow Evening.
Friday evening, July 7, at Society
Ralph Holmes as
To-morrow evening a big mass meeting ball—Dance.
Herman E. Hill, of Boston, joined Mrs. S. Hagerthy, with
will be held at Hancock hall, when it is
Hill here Friday, for his annual vacation. steward.
Friday, July 14—Sparks “World’s FaMr. Chief-Justice Emery, who was born hoped to give the Old Home Week plans a mous Sbows”.
Mrs. Hollis Anderson and family have
in Carmel, spent the Fourth in his native big boost. Everybody is invited, especigone to Gloucester, Mass., for the sumFriday, July 14, at Ellsworth—Annual
town which on that day celebrated the ally the ladies and members of the Village
mer.
reunion of 6th Main^Veteran association.
hundredth anniversary of its incorporation improvement society.
Linwood T.
Beckwith and wife, of
Aug 6-12—Old Home week celebration at
and made an address. It was the first
The Old Home Week committee of the
Han Juan, Porto Rico, are in Ellsworth for
visit the judge had made to the home of Merchants’ association hopes there will be Ellsworth.
the summer.
his birth for twenty-five years. The an- a big turnout of citizens at this meeting.
J. T. Giles started last Thursday on his niversary dinner was served at the St. The
plans for the Old Home week, Aug.
return trip to California, where he has Elmo hotel in which the
judge was born, 6-12, are as follows:
large mining interests.
the house then being a private dwelling.
Sunday, Aug. 6.
Many advei titers forget that advertisMrs. Martin J. Thorsen, with 8on
At a meeting of the executive committee
Union services at Hancock hall. Old
in a newspaper is valued acof
N.
is
her
Leon,
Weehawken,
J., visiting
of the Ellsworth high school alumni asHome week service at 3 o’clock, con- ing space
cording to the circulation of that paper.
mother, Mrs. M. J. Tower.
sociation last week, dates for the annual
ducted by local pastors. Evening serAdvertising space in a journal without
vice at 8 o’clock, with short addresses
Pierce Laffln and James Hawkes, who are meeting and for the reunion and banquet
! circulation is dear at any price the pubby visiting pastors. Special music and lisher
employed at Brooklyn, N. Y., are home were fixed. The annual meeting will be
Without circulation
may demand.
held Wednesday evening, July 12, at the
orchestra.
for a vacation of two weeks.
there can be no results, and without
Fred H. King and wife, of Abington, home of the president, Harry E. Rowe. Monday, Aug. 7.
results the money which the advertiser
The reunion will be held Saturday, August
Old Home week reunion at Mew bury invests is lost 'Leavenworth
Mass., are the guests for a few* days of
(Kansas)
12, at Odd Fellows hall. There will be a
Neck. Baseball, Mutters and Duffers. Times.
Mr. King’s sister, Mrs. F. VV. Rollins.
at 8 o’clock, followed by speeches.
banquet
race.
Reunion
of
Sports; yacht
pupils
Henry A. Brown, of Waltham, Mass., The remainder of the evening will be
of Miss Elizabeth True. Music.
with his wife, is spending his vacation
with dancing and cards.
spent
with his parents, C. J. Brown and wife.
Tuesday, Aug. 8.
The reception given by the Methodist
Old Home day. Exercises at Hmcock
Hoyt A. Moore arrived Saturday from
new
to
its
Rev.
Edwin
D.
society
pastor,
hall at 2.30 p. m., Mayor Leland presidSTtifiertiarments.
New York, to spend a few da^*s with his
and
his
at
home
of
B.
the
mother,
Kizer,
ing. Short speeches by former Ellsworth
wife, who is spending the summer here.
T. Sowle, last Thursday evening, was a
boys at home. Singing of “Ode to EllsRobert P., son of Mr. Justice King, a
delightful affair. In the receiving lines
worth” and other features. Evening at
junior at Bowdoin, is in New York city besides Dr. Kizer and his mother, were
8, Old Home reception and ball.
taking a special summer course at Colum- Mr. and Mrs. Sowle, Miss Annie Emery,
Wednesday, Aug. 9.
bia.
Mrs. Walter A. Bonsey and Mrs. William
Band field day. Automobile road race,
If it is you should get
!
Charles H. \otey, Alfred VV. Ales bury H. Pomeroy. Short speeches of welcome
Bangor to Ellsworth, celebrating sevand Edgar L. Butler, all of Summit, N. J., to the new pastor were given by Rev. R.
one of our
entieth anniversary of building of Banare quests of Dr. H. L. D Woodruff and
B.
Mathews, of the Congregational
gor road. Evening, three-act comedy by
wife.
Hon.
John
A.
and
C.
Peters,
chuch,
Roy
local talent under direction of Fred E.
I
refreshments
were
K. B. Holmes, of this city, has sold his Haines. Delicious
Cooke, followed by ball.
served.
blueberry canning factory at Surry to
Thursday,
Aug. 10.
J. W. Uallison, who will operate it this
Yreteran firemen’s day. Play and ball in
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
summer.
the evening.
A meeting of the Hancock County Board
I
Percy E. Flood was borne from Cherry- Friday, Aug. 11.
of Fire Underwriters will t>e held in Ells- field to spend the Fourth.
County day, with special features for
worth, at the office of O.W.Tapley, Friday,
Minstrel show and ball in
Guy Cook is home from Lewiston for a
grangers.
It will change it into a
2
o’clock.
at
July 7,
few days with his parents, J. H. Cook and
the evening.
Harry C. Stratton, of Waltham, Mass., wife.
cool room.
Saturday, Aug. 12.
arrived Saturday to remain over the
James W. Davis has commenced buildEllsworth high school alumni day.
Fourth with Mrs. Stratton, who is spendLawn party at high school grounds.
ing a wall and will erect a stable this
ing the summer here.
summer.
Ball in the evening.
Mae B. Friend, who was graduated as
The Old Home week plan is meeting
George E. Maddocks has commenced
nurse from St. Vincent’s hospital, New
building his house on the lot purchased with enthusiastic response from many Bordeaux
Mixture,
York, in May, is visiting her parents,
former residents who plan to be here.
by him last fall.
David Friend and wife.
The
the
a
Lime
and
government
city
gave
big
Miss Ada Dalot, of Portland, was here
project
Sulphur,
I. L.« Halman and family, who have
Saturday and Sunday, the guest of Henry lift Monday evening by an appropriation
Arsenate Lead,
spent the winter in Brookline, Mass., ar- Lord and wife.
of ?200.
Many former residents have alrived at their home here for the summer
contributed to the fund, and it is
Pyrox Copperas,
Mrs. John Holland and children, of Ban- ready
Mr. Halman returned to
last Friday.
up to the home people to do their part to
are visiting Mrs. Holland’s aunt, Mrs.
gor,
Paris Green,
Boston Sunday night.
the home-comers a good time.
give
Malcolm Tucker.
Hollis C. Joy, wife and little son Calvin,
Every citizen should give the movement
Blue Vitriol,
and
and
B.
Charles Phillips
P.
family
of Boston, are visiting Mr. Joy’s mother,
encouragement by attending the mass
Russell and wife, of Lewiston, have been
White Hellebore,
Much depends on the home
Mrs. Calvin P. Joy. Mr. Joy will spend
meeting.
John H. Cook and wife.
but a few days here, while Mrs. Joy and visiting
people.
Prepared Lime,
Mrs. F. H. Lowell and son Erdman, of
son will remain for a more extended visit.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
‘are visiting Mrs. LowN.
Bisulphide Carbon,
V.,
Tarrytown,
There was a good display of fireworks at

Vudor Porch
Screens

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
—

The Thursday club will hold its last
meeting of the season to*morrow, July 0.
Picnic supper to the members. Special
business is to come before the meeting,
full

|

Isyour porch hot?

15 Models—$550 to $1850.

GARAGE

THE BANK

a

|

Kdwin S. Chapin, of New York, is the
guest cf Mr9. J. T. Giles.
Mrs. Lovina J. Reeves, of Bangor, was in
the city over the Fourth.

Bangor. Maine.
Branches at Old Town and Machias.

\

Sundays.

Marcellus Woodward is at home from
Boston fora vacation

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
_

Holmes and John F. Knowlton.
Mr.
Brown is president, Mr. Frye manager
and treasurer, and Mr. Peters secretary.

is

effect June 26, 1911.

HNTBBBD AS SBOOITD CLASS MATTII
AT TMB SLLSWOBTM WHOflW.

a&bcrtfMmmt*.

the company, which is organized to
develop the palp.wood business already
established by E. M. Frye, of Harrington.
The directors are Mr. Frye, B. W. Brown,
of Milbridge, John A. Peters, R. B.

Rev. Lewis T. Reed and family, of Brook*
lyn, N. Y., are occupying the Haslem cottage at Shady Nook for the summer. This

AT BLLSWORTH POSTOFTICB.

BANK,

ELLSWORTH.

private Rooms for Bo* Renters.
hours; 9 to 4-

Sage.

>

in

and

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

NATIONALOF1

Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Buffalo, N Y:
Booth’s Hyomei Co—Parisian

)

delightful Fomosa

All the richness of the choicest

H. C. Austin &Co.

_

tea

flavor is

preserved

in

Patridge Tea;

it’s

a

de-

cided “winner” in all homes. Sold in bulk

easily

worth 60c the

pound,

my

only,
cash-down price is:

the home of Isaac Jordan, Beechland,
last evening. A neighborhood party was
given by Mr. Jordan’s daughter, Mrs.
Leighton. Rudolph Farrell had charge of
the exhibit.

Mrs. A. W. Ellis entertained the emEdward C. Parsons, of New York, arrived Saturday to spend his vacation with broidery club at camp last Thursday
spending the day
his mother, Mrs. James E. Parsons, of Thirty-five attended,
Lubec, who is at her old home here for the very pleasantly.
Mr. Parsons was up from Lubec
summer.
Frank Haslam and wife, of Bar Harbor,

45c the lb.
I

A

DEPOSIT YOUR MONEY PLUMBING,
WITH THI

OLD RIUABI

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES.

Hancock Co. Savings
==Bank==

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
ephone

mail orders
attended to.

or

Tel-

promptly

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Me.
Grant St., Ellsworth,

In business 37 1-2 years and has paid
75 regular semi-annual dividends.

j

basking rooms:

•6 State Street,

1

I

Ellsworth, Me.

mm

Iw!

Price reduced from May
111%
i until further notice to
6 cents Per Quart.

SI

|■

My customer* are satisfied customers because
all from graded
of the quality of the milk
stock, mostly Jersey. .\ak for cream; I may be
m
awe

to,apply

and Leroy Haslam and wife, of Brewer,
Sunday.
Fred P. Smith, of Mt. Desert and Miss were here over Tuesday, guests of A. W.
Adeline McFarland, of Trenton, were mar- Salisbury and wife.
ried at the Baptist parsonage in Ellsworth
Elias B. Armstrong, who is employed as
Monday, by Rev. P. A. A. Killam. They cook on the line by the New' England
left on the afternoon train for a short Telephone & Telegraph Co. near Wisca6set was home over Tuesday.
wedding trip.
Howard W. Dunn, jr., returned home
B. S. Jellison and wife went to Machias
this morning from Bates college, from Saturday, where they were guests over
which he was graduated last week. H. W. Sunday of Raymond H. Haslam and wife,
Dunn and wife, and Willis Dunn, who at- returning home Sunday evening.
tended the commencement exercises, reMrs. Fred B. Marden is recovering from
turned home last week.
s surgical operation recently performed at
There will be a sacred concert by a hospital in Bangor, and expects to be
phonograph at the Methodist church Sun- able to return home within a few days.
day evening, with a short address by the
pastor, Rev. Edwin D. Kizer. The subject
LAKKWOOD.
of Dr. Kizer’s morning sermon will be
“The Eclipse of Friendship”.
Mrs. Ada Garland is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Ella Spering, at Orono.
Misses Margerie and Helen
Foster,
Mrs. Martina Bodge has been visiting
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Stetson Foster, of Boston and Hingham, are at their her mother, Mrs. Ruby Mercer.
bungalow here for the summer. They
Madison Garland and wife are receiving
have as guests Misses Mary Whitcomb congratulations on the birth of a son.
of
Mass.
and Marion Butters,
Newton,
over

Cash-Down Qrocer,
Main Street.

HAVIMP^
n/\¥

parents, A. G. Jellison and wife.
Mrs. Charles Lynch was taken suddenly
Her
ill last week but is improving now.
daughter, Mrs. Warren Jordan, of Brewer,
is with her.
ell’s

8. ESTEY,
Bayside
MOBK'SON Kakm.
P. O. address, Ellsworth, R. F. D. 1.

The Frye; Pulp-wood company, with
headquarters at Harrington, was incorporated in Ellsworth Friday, with flOO,000 capital stock, of which $50,000 is paid
in.

Several

Ellsworth

men

are

interested

GRKKM LAKE.

Fishing

continues

the

best it has been

in years. Many salmon are taken
some of them of good size.

drama, “Willowdale,”

The

will

be

re-

peated at the grange hall July 11.
Bernard Lynch, of Bar Harbor, spent
last week
with his grandmother, Mrs.
Mary Moore.
Chester Maddocks
and
bride
were
guests of H. F. Maddocks and wife Friday
and Saturday.
An

FOK SAI.K AT

Parcher’s Drug Store

entertainment will be given at Nico-

lin grange hall

Monday evening, July 17,
by Frank Reynolds, of Boston.
Mr. Hoyt, of Bangor theological seminary, held a meeting at the schoolhouse
Wednesday evening, which was much enjoyed.
Miss Grace B. Frost, of Northeast Harbor, and Chester A. Maddocks, of this
place, were married at Northeast Harbor
on Tuesday, June 27, by
Rev. Clarence
Emery, uncle of the groom. Mr. Madw’ill be clerk at the Kimball house
Northeast Harbor for the summer.

docks
at

Balls,
Bug Death
Sheep Dipping Powder,
Lambert’s Death to Lice,
Moth

IF YOU DRINK
Drink JIT. KEBO SPRING

WATER
Made
water

Spring.

BEVERAGES.

from

pure spring
and bottled at the

They

Make You Well and
You Well

Keep

FOR SALE IX ELLSWORTH AT

LUCHINl’S.
afcbrrtiarmtntg.
Beautiful
FERNS for
House and Porch Decorations.

Large,

The present is a good time to
ferns of different varieties at

secure

desirable

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.

NEW PAINT SHOP.
I have leased the Gould bulldmg’at West end
of bridge, and am prepared to do

PAINTING, PAPER,HANGING, CAL50MINING
•ml FURNITURE PAINTING,

dai'y,

A. W. NYE,
Ellsworth,

Maine

Cl

RON

E

R ESTAU R A NT "■

Board

by Day

or

Week.

Rooms to Rent.
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth

CLOTHING

Cleaned
Pressed

Repaired

DAVID FRIEND.
Good Work
Reasonable Price*
Ask for the Dirigo Gloves.
Main Street,
Ellsworth

enr happen to know of a healthy, happy,
laughing child that waa not con*Id?re<l
••bright” and “promising? A child's mind
during this period, grows Just as Its organ,
the brain, does, through the use of his senses

mutual Benefit fiolamn

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

■DITIP

tie Motto:

Praysr Meeting Topio For the Week
Boginning July 9, 1911.
Topic.—Lessons from great lives—VIL
David —I Sam. svli. 32-51. Edited by Rev.
Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
The life of David Is one of the most

Interesting and Instructive to be found
He was the greatest of
In the Bible.
Israel's kings and the great ancestor of
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,
who Is called the “Son of David." He
was attractive In personal appearance,
strongly religious in disposition and
received his education under the diour

His early years
were spent In caring for his father’s
flocks.
They were years of close felIt was at this
lowship with God.
time also that he developed the genius
for music and poetry that was afterward consecrated In the Psalms.
After the incident of the slaying of
the giant Goliath he entered upon his
varied relations with King Saul, which
formed such an important part of his
David was anointed king three
life.
The first occasion was by
times.
Samuel while he was still a youth In
In the next place
his father's home.
he was anointed king of Judab at
Hebron after the death of Saul. Seven
and a half years later be was called
by the people to reign over the united
He died, according to
kingdoms.
Josephus, at the age of seventy and
“was burled in the city of David.”
The life of David Is well worthy of
our stndy for the useful lesson that It
may tench ns.
X. The life of David teaches a lesson
The one predominaton trust In God.
ing characteristic of David's conflict
with Goliath was his humble yet sublime trust In God. Goliath trusted in
himself. In the power of his mighty
weapons, but David, discarding the
coat of mall that Saul put on him.
went forth “In the name of the Lord
of hosts, the God of the armies of
Israel," whom Goliath had defied.
David
Nor was his trust misplaced.
was confident that It would not be.
God had been with him before when
he was In danger and had delivered
him from the lion and the bear. Since
be had been with him In the past
David rightly concluded that he would
etlll be with him, especially when the
welfare of the nation was at Issue.
God was strong
David’s trust In
throughout his entire life. His Psalms
constantly breathe a spirit of confidence and of trust In all the perplexing experiences of his life he trusted
In the Lord and always found Him
faithful. We, too. may have the same
confidence In God.
rection

Z.

of

The

Samuel.

lire ot

uana

teacnes

a

tes-

aon on friendship.
History contains
few examples of friendship that eqnal
that which existed between David
and Jonathan. Jonathan formed the
strongest attachment for David, and
“The
his friendship was returned.
soul of Jonathan was knit with the
sool of David, and Jonathan loved
David as his own soul.” A friend is
“another self.”
Friendship “really
seems to consist In loving rather than
it Is wishing a perin being loved,
son what we think good for his sake
and not for onr own and as far as In
our power, though exerting ourselves
to procure It. And a friend is he who
entertains and meets a return of this
feeling.” Such a conception of friendship was realized between Jonathan
and David. Jonathan sacrificed everything for David's Interests, and David
appreciated and returned his love.
Friendship In some degree Is necesIn our friendsary In all our lives.
ships let us try to manifest the qualities that were embraced In that between Jonathan and David—"appreciation. love, confidence, tenderness, unsuspicious intercourse—with an additional religious element.”
3. The life of David teaches a lesDavid was not a
son In God's mercy.
perfect man. Yet in his disposition
and aspirations he was a man after
He sinned most
God’s own heart.
grievously, yet he repented of his sins,
and God In His-abundant mercy graciously pardoned him. And He Is still
willing to exercise mercy toward all
who have wandered away from Him.
The Lord Is “plenteous In mercy.”
“His mercy endureth forever.”

BIBLE

READINGS.

1 Sam. xvl 11-13; xviil. 1-4.
14: xxl. 1-12: xxiv. l-l”: 11
Sam. 11. 1-7: vl. 11-15; xil. 1-23;
xvlll, 32. 33; Ps. xxxvii, 5; xl,
1-4; cUl. 1-S.

IT "AO«T

MADOE".

"Helpful aud Hopeful."

terebangeof Ideas. In this capacity It qpllclta
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but tbe name oi
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Addresall communications to
Thk a msmean.
Ellsworth, Me.
a word of cheer and kindnessjust a flash. And it Is gone,
But there’s half a hundred ripples
Circling on and on and on.
Bearing hope and Joy and comfort
On each splashing, dashing wave,
Till you wouldn’t believe tbe volume
Of the one kind word you gave.

Drop

a

Dear M. B. Friend*:
The poem is a good one for summer vacations by the seashore, because it can be
practically illustrated and thus better remembered.

ment of

question is raised, “Are
changing?” Not in the order
they come, but in their developnature. Many of yon will re-

member

how, years

Sometimes the
the

seasons

in which

ago,

the

housewife

special effort to gather wild straweuough to make a pie for the
Fourth of July. Now the berries are ripe
ten days or more before that date. In the
old days, instead of rows of glass jars with
“lightning fixtures,” piles of canned
goods and evaporated fruit, there were
large stone jars filled with rich perserves
made of the small fruits as they ripened
in turn, and including “high blueberries”,
goose-berries, highland cranberries—all
put up in generous quantities.
made

a

berries

little late for this recipe, but
some of you may like to try it for a change.
Rhcbarb Pis—One large cup chopped rhuIt may be

sheaves

Thy hope should bring again?"
"The only record of my work
Lies in the buried grain."
"O conqueror of a thousand fields,
In dinted armor dight,
What growths of purple am-

<

<

aranth

Shall

thy brow of might?"
"Only the blossoms of my life
Flung widely in the fight."
crown

"What is the harvest of Thy
saints,
O God. who dost abide?
Where grow the garlands of Thy
chiefs
In blood and sorrow dyed?
What have Thy servants for their

pains?"
"This only—to have tried."
—Julia Ward Howe.

1

_

composed and read by
[The following
the roll-call in
Mrs. G. F. Candage m
Massapaqua grange. South Bluehill, June
22, 1911.]

|
1

MEMORIAL ABSOLUTIONS.

Howard,
Rttolv+d, That In tbe death of Brother Howard the grange has lost a good and faithful
member and a vacant place is left which will
not soon be filled.
Nrsolred, That we, members of Rainbow
grauge. extend to our sister, tbe bereaved
widow, our sincere sympathy, and commend
her for consolation to Him who rules all
things for the best.
Rttolred. That oar charter be draped In
mourning for thirty days, that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the bereaved widow
and also a copy be sent to Thb Ellsworth
amkricax and Bangor commercial for publl-

a

barb, out* and one-fourth cups of sugar, one
one teaspoon
cornstarch beaten together, bake with one crust and grost with
white of one egg with a little sugar added.
egg and

given
care;

—

Once again the veil of mourning
Shrouds our charter with its gloom.
For another form is resting in the tomb.
Many hearts are filled with sadness.
In the patron's house today
Since our Brother Howard passed away.
Hr has Joined that higher order,
Over on the other shore.
Where fraternal ties are severed never more.
Though we miss our faithful brother.
Sorrow for the broken tie,
We rejoice that we shall meet him bye and

band of children;
Then, unmindful of time and of place.
1 try to read a future
In each bright and smiling face.
a

And, Oh! that the hearts of the teachers
Be lifted to Hod in prayer.
For wisdom, for strength and guidance
For the sake of the boys and girls there.
But when the winter ia over
Aud the sun shines warm and bright.
Then the trees have bran-new coata.
And the frogs are heard at night.

Amnib E. Grixdls,
Vixton C. Gsat,
Phsbe Mas Dcroain,
Committee.

The ice drifts dow n by the lighthouse
tin its way to the open sea.
The waters once more dance and sparkle,
As if fairly glad to be free.

_

June

has

come,

with it's

warm

bright

And its blossoms rich and rare.
When the trees afford a friendly shade.
And fragrance fills the air.
It is now we welcome the summer guesta.
For our hearts are filled with good cheer,
We are always glad to have them back
As the time comes 'round each year.
Jnst a little way down from the village.
On the shores of the little bay,
Many people have built them summer homes.
And nere they come to stay

Through the long, hot days of summer.
Far away from the din and the strife.
From tbe hearts of the busy cities
With their throngs of human life.

Well, we M. B.'shave again l^t Aunt Madge
alone. I don't know how to punish you all,
unless I write every week: then 1 know you
would arise in a body and crowd me out.
As to myself, have but Just finished housecleaning. Did not really have the board of

health, but had a woman from near Bluehill for two days and one from Ellsworth for
day. besides help from a good neighbor.
Now that we are settled. I hope we shall have
sense enough not to turn things upside-down
again. But that bath-room, with hot and
cold water, is fine. We enjoy it, 1 tell you,
after year* of scant water.
What fine weather after the rain.
Oh! that
the rain had come before, so as to drown the
garden bugs, for they stand ready to devour
every green thing that comes through the
ground.
Had a delightful letter from Janet.
Her
pen is very busy in the many thing* she tries
Said she wrote in bed when she
to. help.
could not sleep.
Her whole heart is in the
big fight to keep the prohibitory law in dear
old Maine.
Irish Molly called yesterday.
She is of
ready pen, but has lots of home oares just
now. I often have a sort of reunion
over
the 'phone with Are, Frances and Boney.
Aunt Martha has left Bartlett’s Island and
settled at Lamoine. Hope we shall meet her
at our next reunion.
Mrs. H. of Brewer, who wrote some time
ago, visited me last week. I scolded her for
not writing again. She is never lost
for
words. Let us all write, and see what a pile
of letters Aunt Madge will have. I often
wonder bow large our family ia.
Dkll.
a

I thank you, Dell, for always coming to
my assistance in time of need. The summer is so busy a time for us
country people, 1 realize how hard it is for many of
our nieces to get time to write.
1 hope to
make the column more interesting in the
weeks to follow.

The July Co9mopolitan has an article
on “Danger-Signals in the Kindergarten
Age”, which I wish all mothers and teachers of young children might read.
1 fear,
on account of the wording of the
title,
many think the article would not interest

them,

but it is replete with sensible ideas
development of growing children.
I have space for only a few extracts, but

When tbe roads are hot and dusty,
And not a leaf stirs on tbe trees.
Just take a drive to South Bluehlll,
For there's always a salt-sea breeze
Which is wafted to us from the ocean,
Down below where it Joins the bay;
You'll find it oool and refreshing
On a long hot summer day.
You have to cross the iron bridge
Just down at the foot of a hill.
Where tbe rocks are covered with salt-sea
And tbe

water

is

never

still.

It you're here in the golden autumn.
When tbe grain is garnered with care.
When the leaves are changing to crimson and
gold.
You'd better go to the fair.
For perhaps you would like tbe races,
If not, there's a game of ball.
You may have a ride on the merry-go-round.
And a look at tbe things in the hall.

est

deptb

know flfty-six
depth exceeds
ten

areas

miles and

deeps where the
geographical miles,
depth exceeds four

of these
three

where tbe

four places where it exceeds live

miles.

saltest where strong winds
surface, as, for instance,
in tbe trade wind regions and in the Mediterranean and tbe Red Sea. It is less
The

sea

is

across

tbe

salt, says Harper'• Afagatine, toward tbe
poles and in tbe deeper layers of the ocean.
It has long been known that toe very salt
water of the Mediterranean flows as an
undercurrent outward through tbe Strait
of Gibraltar and thus affects tbe salinity
of the deeper waters of tbe Atlantic over a

Then hours pass by so swiftly,
Thst night comes all too soon,
Now don't forget the baby
You’d better get him a baloon.
With tbe mountain to form a background
No matter, in sun or in rain,
It'S as fair a little village
As you'll find on the coast of Maine.

wide

We may see though rose-colored glasses.
For it’s home, sweet home, you know,
Aud that is always dearest,
No matter whereever you go.

are*.

Although

the

amount

salt

of

in

sea

varies, the composition of sea water
remains very constant; slight difference*
have, however, been noticed along the
continental ^coasts, in the polar regions
and in the water in direct contact with
water

are

summer.

Miss Charles Bartlett, of Melrose, Mass.,
a guest at the home of F. L. Hodgkins

and wife.

Matthew Winchester, an envoy in the
Salvation Army, was here last week and
held a service in the church.
was observed as children's day
the church with a special morning service and concert in the evening.

Sunday

at

mothers, do read them:

Frank Boynton, wife and family, of
Somerville, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Boynton’s parents, Nathan Boynton and wife.
R. H.
July 2.

HAY FEVEB AND SI MMER COLDS.
Must be relieved quickly, and Foley’s Honey
and Tar Compound will do it. E. M. Stewart,
18H Wolfram St., Chicago, writes: “I have
been greatly troubled during tbe hot summer
months with Hay Fever, and find that by using Foley s Honey and Tar Compound I get
great relief." Many others who suffer similarly will be glad to benefit by Mr. Stewart's
experience. For sale by ail druggists.

Bermuda— 4,662 fathoms. Tbe greatin the Indian ocean is 3,828 fathoms, intis? Wharton Deep, between ChristWe now
mas island and the roast of Java.
and

blow

Then there are always the fakirs,
With the latest new fads to sell,
Perhaps you can earn yourself a cane
If you handle the rings quite well.

is

One Place In the North Pacific Ha*
31,000 Feet of Water.
The ocean ha* been sounded In nearly
all
direction* with modern *ppliauce*
and these soundings *bow that the floor
of the ocean consists of vast undulating
plains lying at an average depth of about
two and a half miles beneath the surface of
the waves. Jin some places huge ridges and
cones rises from these submerged plains
to within a few hundred fathoms of the
sea surface or they may rise above the surface as volcanic islands and coral atolls.
The greatest depth hitherto recorded is
in the Challenger or Nero) Deep in the
North Pacific—5,28B fathoms. If Mount
Everett were placed in this deep, 2,600 feet
the

a natural bit of scenery,
A
part of His great plan,
For ft speaks of the infinite wisdom of Ood,
And the littleness of man.

here for the

DKHPKST.

of water would roll

'Tie

LAMOINE.
C. A. Reynolds, wife and daughters

WHF.RK SEA 19

over the peak of this,
highest mountain in the world.
Tbe greatest deptb in the Atlantic is in
the Nares Deep, between tbe West Incites

1

Here millions of tons of water
Flow in and out each day.
Up to the head of the salt pond,
t hen back agaiu to the bay.

of the

sort as long as your conscience will let you—
and then a year longer.
Nine-tenths of the growth that the modern
child under ten makes, be makes in spite of
school, not on account of it.
Still abideth the trinity of growth
food,
air, exercise; these three, and the greatest of
these is food. He needs every ounce thst he
will devour, and not one penny's worth of
it will be wasted.
Don't bother about the
child.
Just be sure that his food is rightpure, sound and of the best quality—then let
him go ahead.
Three square meals s day for
a healthy boy are just the mere foundation of
his day’s eating.
Most animals in a state of
nature eat whenever they ran get food and
until they can eat no more.
Children should be allowed, yes, encouraged, to eat butter and bread rather than
bread and batter. Sugar is a most useful and
valuable food for childen.
Our program also calls for a large amount
of sleep. Sleeping, to grow and get an appetite; eating, to gratify that appettite; playing. to get another one—this is the whole
duty of a child.
But what, challenges someone, will become
of the poor child’s miud all this time? Did

354, NORTH PKNOB8COT.
Highland grange held its regular meeting June 30 with about forty-five members and twenty visitors from Costing,
Penobscot and Alamoosook granges present. The third and fourth degrees were
conferred on two candidates. At recess
A short program was
supper was served.
carried out.
HIGHLAND,

The robin returns and builds his nest.
As he trills a song to his mate.
AntVhere she sits on her pretty blue eggs,
For she knows it's getting late.

_

TRENTON.
Josiah Smith and wife, of Ellsworth, are
at their old home here for the summer.
Mrs. £. N. Hodgkins and two youngest
children are visiting her sister, in Bangor.
Melvin McFarland, wife and son Howard, of Massachusetts, arrived Saturday
for their annual vacation.
May.
July 3.

“My father and I know everything in
the world,” said a small Penarth boy to
his companion. “All right,” said the latWhere's Asia? It was a stiff quester,
tion, but the little fellow answered coolly:
“That is one of the questions my father
knows.”
Johnny—Papa, would yo u be glad if 1
saved a dollar for you? Papa—Certainly,
my son. Jonnny—Well, I saved it for you.
all right.
You said if 1 brought a first
class report from my teacher this week
you would give me a dollar, and 1 didn’t
bring it.
C an you Mleve your
When two of them, taste and smell, having
been impaired if not utterly destroyed, by
Nasal Catarrh, are fully restored by Ely’s
Cream Balm, cau you doubt that this remedy
deserves all that has been said of it by the
thousands who have used it? It is
applied
directly to the affected air-passages and begins its healiug worn at once Why not get it
Ail
or
mailed
druggists,
to-day?
by Ely Bros.,
66 Warren Street, New York,on receipt of 50

w
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bel.ted J *'
prolonged femlly errengement.
Ao porenU, the bluebird, .re
tirele.
both in oopplyiog the neet with
in*!’
food «nd attending to iu
mniution Th.
wootoge being Ukon owoy .n«
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The Bluebird.
Published by the
National Association of Audubon Societies.]

By Mabel Oegood Wright.
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deep sea deposit*.
The temperature of

ocean

water varies

first
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names.

Ileal, ol

agriculture,
•tudy, that

In

spite ot the (act that our eastern
bluebird la a home-body, loving hia nesting haunt and returning to it year after

■

>

bluebirds

are

to be

seen

by

twos

and

born, etep by step, through the forty year*
r, beof Ul-paid and moat unpleasant Is
dififore 1 approached him- U was
colt, for he had held but a fe» : -itioos
in all those years.
Every out in !he

threes about the edge of old
orchards,
along open toads; where the skirting trees
have crumbled or decayed knot-holes have
left tempting nooks for the tree trunk
birds, with whom the bluebird may be

countryside knew him.
---d.
1
"Are you John McClusky?
‘I am,’ said he, without taking bis
eyes fron the turnipe and the knif-

classed. For, though he takes
kindly to a
twenty-elgbt degrees
Fahrenheit, at the poles, to over eighty bird-box, or a convenient bole in fencedegrees Fahrenheit in tbe tropics. Tbe pole, telegraph pole or outbuilding, a tree
cold water toward tbe poles has an an- hole must have been his first home and
nual variation of less than ten degrees consequently he has a strong feeling in its

Fahrenheit at any one spot, and the warm
of the tropics also has an annual
variation of less than ten degrees Fahrenheit in a band that nearly encircles the
earth. This is the region of coral reefs and
atolls. Between these regions of small
annual variation there are two bands
surrounding the earth where the annual
variation Is greater, and may exceed in
certain regions forty degrees Fahrenheit
at any on* spot.

men.

The food of the nettling bluebird i«
in.
nectivoroua, or, rather, to be m..rt rUcl
I.houldaay animal; but the adult bird*
vary their diet at all Hunt, bv eetiag
berriep and .mall fruit.. In autumn «nd
early winter, cedar and honeyeufkle berriea, the grape-like cluater of fruit of tbe
i>oi»on ivy, bittereweet and cat brier berrie. are all conaumed according to
their

the department o!
write*, alter a proloaged
711 per cent, of the bluebird't
food “conaiata of inaect* and their alhet.
whde the other U per cent. >j made
up of
year, he la an adventuroua traveler. Rangvarioua vegetable aubatancea, found motting all over the eaatern United States at
in
atomacha
taken
in
winter,
ly
lleetlet,
aome time In the aeaaon, tbia bird haa ita
conatitute 28 per cent., of the whole food,
Dealing baunta at the very edge of the
22,
and
caterpillar* 11,
vuitiulf etalea and upward, aa far north aa graaaboppar*
oua inaect*, including quite a number of
Manitoba and Nova Mcotia.
the
remainder
of the tsWhen the breeding aeaaon la over, the spiders, comprise
aeot diet. AU Iheae are more or !e«« harmbirda travel aometimea in family groupe
a
few
predaceoua beetle*, which
and aometimea in large floe lea, moving ful, except
amount to 8 per cent, but in view of the
eouthward little by little, according to
large consumption of grasabopiier* and
aeaaon and food-aupply, aome journeying
caterpillar*, we can at leaat condone thia
aa far aa Mexico, others lingering through
offense, if aneb it map be oalled. The dethe middle and southern
atatee. The
atruction of fraaabopper* la very noticebluebirds that live in our orchards In sumable in the month* of August and nepte®mer are very unlikely to be thoee that we
ber, when the** inaect* form mor< than SO
see in the same place on winter days.
cent, of the diet."
Next to the breeding impulse, the mi- per
It ia not oaajr to tempt biuebir !* to an
grating instinct eeems to be the strongest
artificial feeding-place, auch a. 1 seep
factor in bird life. When the life of the
with lood for juncoa, chickadee*,
home is over, nature whispers, “To wing, aupplted
woodpecker*, nuthatchea.
jay., etc.;
up and on!" Bo a few of the bluebirds
iu winter tbey will eat dried carthat have nested in Massachusetts may be though
rant* and make tbair own selectc u from
those who linger in New Jersey, while
those whose breeding haunts were in Nova mill aweeping* if scattered about the tree*
of their haunta. For, above all thine*, the
Beotia drift downward to fill their places
and a*, king the
in Massachusetts. Hut the great mass of bluebird, though friendly
borderland between the wild and me lame
even those birds we call winter residents
never become* familiar, and never doe* he
go to the more southern parts of their
loee the ihalf-remote individual*,
mat it
range every wintef, those who do not becue of hia great charms.
Thouc he licet
ing but a handful in comparisoi#
! birth
"What does this great downward jour- with ua and give* no sign of prid.
or race, he i* not of us.its the v
c sparney of autumn mean?" you ask. What
row, chippy or even the e**it;.-..armed
is the necessity for migration among a
* him
robin. The poet'a mantle envel.
class of birda that are able to find food in
t rosy
even ae the apple bloaaotns thr
fully half of their aunual range? Why do
to.
birda seek extremes for nesting sites? mut about hi* doorway, and it
This is a question about which the wise
men have many theories, but
they are si ill
Calmest Man lu The World.
groping. One theory is that once the
The calmest man In the world Us stwhole country bad a more even climate, rived in America. The msn is J.
Meand that many species of birda lived all
dusky, who, throughout bis tut- vein,
the years in,places that are now unsuittlsnd.
has been a farm laborer in
able for a permanent residence. Theredied,
dome months ago his brother Jar
fore, the home instinct being so strong, and left a tortnne ol severs!
.idred
though they were driven from their thousand dollars to the brother he bad
nesting sites by scarcity of food and stress not seen since they bade each olln r
of weather, their instinct led them back as
by in the heather forty years «gv
soon as the return of spring made it
Andrew Wilson, sn attorney, ass
possible. Thus the hereditary love of the
place named as the administrator. U *u bis
where they were given life may underlie
duty to And the lucky brother.
the great subject of migration in
gen“He was slicing turnipe for the sheep
eral and that of the bluebird’s home in on bis
employer's farm, up ane ng ibe
particular.
uid Mr.
mist-clad hills of Scotland,
Before more than the tirst notes of the
Wilson, “when I found him. 1 b« trswd
have
'***
sounded
in
spring song
the distance, his life from the old farm on whi

longer

at tbe surface from

water

tbo mill lnaide the little epeckled
""
with griet.
The yoong bluebird, are .potted
thicklv
on throat and back, alter the
manner ol
the throat ol their couain, the robin’
or
rather, the back leather, are
the
breaat leaf here having
duaky
ing a .peckled effect.
The .tudyol the graduation, ol
plum,„
ol almoet any brightly colored male
bird
from it. flret clothing until the
lerfectly
matured feather ol iu breeding
oeawu, it
in itwll, a acience and a
*ubj.-.t about
which there are many theorir, .nd
dilference. ol opinion by equally
di,tla-

edge,'*,,.,

all
poets—aven before man had blazed a trail
in the wilderness or set up tbs sign of his
habitation and tamed hie thoughts to
wear harness and travel to measure.
And
to be came to inherit the
earth before
our
man, and this,
country, is all the
bluebird's country, for at tome lime of
the year he roves about it from tbe Atlantic to tbe Pacific and from Mexico to
Nora Beotia, though westward, after be
passes the range of the Kocky mountains,
he wears a different dress and bears other
ths

7ab,

.potted'

thereof.
was

dropp*!,

dUtnnoe Iron the ne.t «t .lmo,t

liovmbly obort interval., proving the *oT
derlul rapidity ol digwtion and
the i_*
n»nre amount ol labor
required to .U1)n,'

Who dares write of the bluebird, thinking to add a fresher tint to his plumage, a
new tone to bia melodious voioe, or a word
of praise to his gentle life, that is as much
a part of our human heritage and blended
with onr memories as any other attribute
of home?
Not 1, surely, for I know him too well,
and each year feel myself more spellbound
and mute by the memories be awakens.
Yet I would repeat his brief biography,
lest there be any who, being absorbed by
living inward, have not yet looked outward and upward to this poet of the sky
tod earth and the fullneu and goodness
For the bluebird

favor.
A» with many otter specie* of
migrant
bird*, the male is the ttm to arrive; and
be doe* not seem to be
particularly interested in house-hunting until tbe arrival
of tbe female, when tbe
conrtsbip begins
without delay, and tbe delicate
purling
song with tbe refrain, “Dear, dear, think
of it, think of it,” and tbe low,
two-syltabled answer of the female la beard in
every orchard.
The building of tbe nest is not an
impor-

‘Yoar brother James is dean

York,' Mid 1.
“‘Aweel, aweel, all
Mid, slicing away.

most

m

>’**

e'en di«.

>

!

They fortune wlU keep,

but

they turnips

will not.’

function—merely tbe gathering of a
Little Fred was telling his father about
wisps and straws, with some chance a peculiar stone be bsd found in the back
feathers for lining. It seems to be shared
it
yard while at play. “How big was
by both parents, as are the duties of hatcb- inquired his father. “Oh, about as big »»
ing and feeding the young. The eggs vary a good-sued small apple.’’ replied Fred.
advertisers
few

common

mistake

of

local

is to estimate the value of advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication. It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it.—Leavenworth (Kansas) I
Times.

A Cured Man.
Annapolis, N. S.. Jufk 31.1011.
Manager of Maine Keeley, Portland, Me.:
It has been several years since I
Dear Sir
took the Keeley Care and will say that during
all this time I have never had the least desire
1 wish 1 had
for any kind of stimulant*.
taken the Cure 10 years before I did.
din*
cerely yours, Jos. McMcllin, Annapolis
Royal, Nova Scotia.
—

be

‘He left yon a great fortune. '*id L
w'th
“I want you to come to the hou
identity
me, so that 1 can establish your
and arrange for yon to enter into t »**•"
sion of the Mtate.’
‘I’ll talk to ye at mi o’clock, yoong
non,’ Mid he. I’ll be busy till then.

tant

A

J!

0T.I

of educational value to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds la of the

i

*

■rot noot 1. mod# Dolor. the
m.ddl,
April, lent row 0 brood left the bo,
myrow orbor Beptember 12,
though
not know whether thi. wu .

_

IPifrwi. Uod in His infinite wisdom, has
again entered our order and taken from our
midst our beloved and esteemed brother,R. H.

And when in the streets of the village
My footsteps happen to stray.
When the sun. Just sinking in the west.
Proclaims the close of day

Now

agriculture,
biological Surrey, department
by the National Association of Aodnbon
societies, and will be authoritative.
They
will be of interest not only to bird lovers, but

or

greatest Importance■

RAINBOW, JU3, NORTH BROOK8Y1LLE.

Here, too, la a temple of learning.
Which by many a precept and rale.
Ones a better education
Than that of the common school.

meet

reason.

spring.

It ia quiet and unpretentious
When the winter winds hold away.
When the earth ia robed in ermine.
And ice locks up the bay.

I

short and concise. All communications must
be sitned, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none wilTbe rejected without

Monday, Aug. 14—Field meet ingot Hancock Pomona grange at Blaehill mineral

the aun riaea over Long Island,
And aheda ita glad beams all aronnd,
The light ia caught and reflected
From many a window in town.

aeigijoorf

^
J**
?ri

DATES.

Aa

For all through the week He hae
To each His love and tendereat
This is my day. saith the Lord.
I only claim that which ia fair.

to number, olx being the
marine
tt»j m dm aapaeially
attractive, S
■o pal* * bln* that It I,
Awanicsit
will
head
ths
this
from
Under
tQ
Tbl* column to demoted lo the Orange, estime to time print abort articles relation to Maisb wUto.
Two brood.
pecially to ike frentes of Hancock county.
their relation to acrtcnl- rmiMd ooch yeer,
The column to open to nil tranters for the birds, and aepeclallr
though three ,re
Moat of three articles will be to not
discussion of topics of tcnsrsl interest, and tural interest*
uooommon; lor bluebird,
leaned bp the bureau of tiro
for reports of trante meetings. Make letters reprinted from leaflets
daring e lone eeeiKin.
of

Biro

.Among the (Granger*

good

At the foot of a rugged mountain.
Near the head of a winding bay,
la nestled a little village,
And here, at the dawn of day,

And when the Sabbath quiet,
Steals over each heart and home.
Their bells ring a glad invitation—
Come, worship th> Savior alone.

word of cheer and kindness—
In a minute you forget;
But there's gladness still a-swelling—
And there’s joy a-circling ret.
And you've rolled a wave of comfort
Whose sweet music can be heard
Over raiies and miles of water.
Just by dropping a kind work.
—(rustacu* William*.
—Selected by C. L■ F.

Drop

Bluehlll.
was

Two plain, white, modest charches.
Whose apires point toward the sky,
Beera ever a gentle reminder
Of a better home on high.

—

"What hast thou for thy seattored seed,
O sower of the plain?
Where are the many gathered

and the exercise of his muscles.

The purposes of this column arc succinctly
stated In tbe title snd motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is for the com [
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In

Your baby needs play more than school.
Don't worry about the school yon are going
to send your baby to.
Keep him out of any

ENDEAVOR.

you

LIPTON’S TEA
OVER 1 MILLION PACKAGES SOLD WEEKLY

•U you want
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The Raddason

Robbery
Story of

•

Mo*«I Crtwtaia

By CLARISSA MACKIE
COPVH.M b> A™rt«n

Pr«.A«o-

......
commented De„A verr neat Job."
ns he finished bis Inspectect!'!' Fenn
Kaddnson house after the
tton of the

robbery.

leanup for me." granted Illram
Hnddason. “After this careful InspecI suppose you
tion of the premises
to advance. Mr.
tjjve some theory
-t

Fenn"

at the milTiie detective frowned
lionaire victim of the Jewel robbery,
tnd then bis frown changed ton smile,
do to antagonize
for It would never
him and
ttd., man who had employed
had promised him a personal reward of a thousand dollars, besides
hi? professional fee. If he recovered the
stolen Jewels. Nevertheless Detective
p(.„n •! ,s reluctant to confide bis the-

ories

my

t

one.

■tv.
dr,” he said patiently, “to
gam up what I have gathered, you say
about 11:30 and
you r-t'red lust night
that the jewels were placed for safe
keeping under your pillow. You were
tll ah ,ie In the house for the reason
that your wife and family are at your
countr home and you merely stopped
here for the night, as you were In town
for the purpose of getting the Jewels
from the bank to take to hire. Kaddasm. You aay you found the caretaker absent and decided to remain
here all night, as you were too tired
to go on to a hotel.
“You went to bed after assuring
yourself that the house was without
any • her occupant than yourself. Y'on
are quite sure that you did not mist
aoito closet in your search T'
Mr. Raddason shook bla head posi"I tell you. Kenn. I did not
tively.
I beleave a corner unlnvestlgnted.
gan at the wine cellar and went up to
the garret, and there was not a recess
or closet, a curtained doorway or a
piece of furniture that 1 did not peer
behind or under or poke at with my
I'll
Can’t fool me on that.
cane.
■wear there wasn't a human soul in
this house last night save myself
when I went to bed."
“And you beard no unusual sound
during the night?” asked Mr. Kenn.
“Nut u sound from the time I dropped oft to sleep until I awoke at 7 to
find the Jewel case gone from under

my pillow."
"Didn't feel dull or stupid as If a
f some sort had 1-eeu used to
tfruc
keep you quiet?" pursued the detective
»
“Never felt brighter In my life." assure! Ipiddason. —I*ut my hand under
my jile-w for my watch, looked at It
‘ami then recollected the Jewel case. It
was gene."
"Can't understand why they didn't
take the watch, text." mused Detective
r win.
Blatter

the
anil ji
up on

another funny kink In the
Every door aud window In
.<e locked as snug as you please,
t the Jewel* dlsap|>earcd. Chain

the front door and the other
doors looked on the Inside.
What do
you tn.ike of It?" Mr. Huddason looked don u at the thin, wiry little man
kef'
him with skeptlcul eye*.
“1
re Isn't a view to hang a theory
on." declared the detevtlve frankly,
"nothing except the trapdoor to the
roof
\ou noticed that the hook wus
nn.histoned on the underside?”
"?e
hut this 1* a detached house,
atid there Is no way a thief could make
a
getaway from the roof.”
"Thieves used to go about their business on Shank’* mures, didn’t they.
Mr Baddason? And after automobile*
came into fusbiou you read about
then going off Into the country and
making their getaway In a motorcar.
Well, what would you ex[>eet of the
thief of today, eh? The latest thing
In
importation. of course.” The detective smiled at bla employer know-

ingly.
"An aeroplane, by Jove!" ejaculated
Mr linddason.
"That Is my idea,” admitted the detective modestly.
"And a very clever theory, too,” admitted Itaddaaon genially. "Now, Mr.
Fenn, if you have no objection Juat
five me an outline of bow you believe the robbery was accomplished.”
“It’s soon explained, sir. The crook
knew of your intention to get the
Jewels from the bank, posaibly trailed
Tou from your country place, where
he might have had a
pal In your emP'oy: was sure you had ’em In the
house, waited till you got to bed and
•Meep, lit on the roof with his machine, came down and got the Jewel*,
•kipped up through the skylight and
•nto his flying machine and so away.”
“My dear fellow, that’s a pretty
theory, but how many crooks would
rt»k discovery by turning off a Job In
•och a conspicuous thing aa an aero-

Plane?

How many men of that class
could afford to even hire one of the
■•chines, much leaa And a mechanl'*•“ to operate It for him.
You’re
•reaming, Penn. Five—ten yean from
»ow and I’U believe that”
.“Very well. Mr. Raddaaon.” said the
wtsctlve without displeasure.
“HI
Just stay around the bouse today and
chase up a few clews. Ton’ll be hare

yonrssify

V^ntH
to

4 o'clock.

I have to catch a
Bodmount then. Investigate

library.”

‘'‘Very

to.

gMfrtitnutita.

You’ll Bud me In the

THE SHARPSHOOTER

good, air."

From cellars to kitchens and servants’ quarters, all through the drawing rooms, shrouded In summer coverings, prowling around on bis hands
By IVAN VRONSKY
and knees, poking into dusty Corners,
peering Into the most unsuspected
Copyright hr American Press Assoplaces, went Detective Fenn.
ciation. MU.
It was a battling case.
Detective
Fenn admitted that to himself as he
When the Japanese were besieging
sat on the aide of the banker's bed to
Port Arthur there were a number of
rest from his labors. If he coaid diswomen and children shut up In the
cover the thief be would receive the
(1,000 reward, and that (1,000 would fortress. Singularly enough, they were
purchase the little borne in .the coun- there, the women by their own contry which he and his wife hnd long sent and the children by the consent
planned for. James Fenn was a pri- of their parents. Discipline was eery
vate detective, and the news of the
lax among the Russians, and a number
robbery had not yet gone forth to the of the officers preferred to have their
newspapers.
families with them to being separat•'I've simply got to earn that thouGeneral Stoessel,
ed
from them.
sand." groaned Detective Fenn. "Hut
the Russian commander, set the exambow?” He glanced wildly around th#
ple by having bis own wife In Pbrt
room In which he hnd not discovered
j
the slightest clew so far, and his eyes j Arthur, so It was not remarkable that
fell on a pair of bedroom slippers near others followed suit It la said that a
j
bis feet. They were large slippers and number of children during the siege
were playing about In the fortress and
the
apparently
property of Mr. Iladdasometimes among the guns on the ramson; an elaborate pattern was embroidered In bends on the velvet slippers, parts, exposed to shot and shell. But
but some of (he threads were broken the enlisted men were not allowed to
wives or children with them.
and the beads were slipping off.
In have
Sergeant Boris Tomsky was a gunfact, Fenn noted here and there on the
was In charge of
light carpet some of the rose colored ner of renown. He
I heads that formed the flowers, and one of the big guns on Two Hundred
did more
farther on near the hall door there and Thm Meter hill and
damage to the Japanese with his
were some green bends.
Interested now, he slipped to his piece than any gunner In the Russian
bsnds and knees and followed the trail army.
With Tomsky was a young sharpof the dropped bends. He brought bis
named Alexis PetroS, a dead
light and his magnifying glass Into shooter
most of the rifle work,
constsnt play
as
be moved slowly shot, who did
who were workdown the length of the velvet carpet- picking off Japanese
damed hall to the foot of fhe stairway that ing guns that were doing especial
age.
led to another floor of bedchambers.
While the sergeant was Bring imNow and then be came upon a dropmense balls from his pet cannon In an
ped bead, sometimes green or white or
effort to silence some Japanese gun
pink, on a stair and along corridors,
that if left alone would surely make
sufficiently numerous to give him a
breach. Petrol! would be
definite clew to follow. Up a second an important
off one by one the gunners that
flight of stairs he followed the trail picking
the Bring.
of the beads until a group of several were directing
Petrol! was a mere boy. Not a hair
brought him to & standstill at the foot
shown Itself on his face, not even
of the ladder leading to the trapdoor had
That on his head was
a bit of down.
In the roof.
of the light northern
That was the weak point In my of the lightest
while his eyes were a correspondhue,
the
he
murof
theory
flying machine,"
He seemed very much atazure.
mured to himself as he climbed the ing
tached to the big man who directed the
ladder.
"I couldn't understand how
with his sbocky hair and
the dickens that chap knew the trap- big gun.
beard and fierce mustachlos. Indeed,
door would be unbooked from within.
each seemed fitted for his especial
It's clear enough now!" He chuckled
work, Tomsky to send forth the great
softly as he pushed up the trap and
cannon balls, weighing a couple of hunemerged to the red painted tin roof.
dred pounds. Petrol! to dispatch the
The noon suu glistened on something
thin leaden bullets.
bright, and he lifent to discover another
Tomsky kept on dismounting guns
bead.
and doing other damage to the Japa"Ah!” smiled Detective Fenn, shadnese until he became famed among his
ing his eyes with his hand and looking comrades for the most useful single
away off to the blue haze which markman In the Russian army.
They used
ed the rural district where he had
to say, “If all our generals could be
planned to have a home some day. turned Into Tomsky gunners the Japa"Looks as If that home Isn't so far off,
nese would never take Port Arthur.”
Eliza!”
But at last the Jape got on to the
One, two, three, four. live, six, seven
fact that this wholesale destruction of
bends led Fenn In a zigzag line to the
life and ordnance was due to one man.
I foot of one of the four chimneys of the
and they were not long In locating the
house. This chimney, unlike the others,
big gunuer on Two Hundred and Three
with a large galvanized
was topped
Meter hill. Then they called for one
; Iron hood that effectually prevented
of the best sharpshooters In the army
any drafts from entering the unused and,
pointing out Tomsky to him, or> lines.
A little hinged door on either
dered the Jap to eliminate the big Rusend made It jiossible to occasionally
Once the gunner was located
sian.
I use the chimney without removing the
and a sharpshooter especially detailed
Iron hood, but now these little disjra
It
to kill him he had not long to live.
were closed.
hapiiened that after he was pointed
Detective Finn's penknife pried open
out he did not show himself for some
the nearest door, »nd the sunshine fell
time, but as soon ns be did b^ received
the
and
the
Inside
lighted
up
opening
|
a bullet In his forehead that finished
i sooty cap of the chimney. There resthis career.
a
1
was
u
the
Wb
on
narrow
Use
ing
The grief of his assistant at his loss
which
unfolded
jrntier wrapped parcel
Petroff was afwas touching to see.
the
Raddason
Into
In Feint's hands
fected to tears. The Russian peasant
safe
Inwere
jewel case. The jewels
soldiers, who were more like cattle than
side ,
men. could not understand, how a man
nnd
of
relief
With a long draVu sigh
But presently Petroff's
could weep.
the
disa parting wave of his baud at
feelings changed from grief to revenge.
scurried
tant country. Detective Fenn
His comrades could understand that,
down the stairs and stopped before the and as they saw Petroff take up his
library door to regain his breath and to rifle and hug It ns If It were a dear
appear us nonchalant and cool as a
child they looked at one another as If
detective Is supitosed to fee) at critical to
say:
Theu he pushed the door
moments.
“Now Petroff la a man again; he
open and entered the room.
will make the little monkeys pay for
Mr. Raddason looked up wilh a slight killing the big sergeant"
•
smile ihut broadened to laughing disFrom that time Petroff was always
may when hi' saw the parcel that Feun behind the ramparts watching through
carried.
a porthole for some Japanese to show
“Caught me, eh?” he chuckled, hold- himself. When one did so but an Ining out his hand for the Jewel case. stant would elapse before be would
I thought 1 had pitch forward or backward, and it
"Well done, Fenn.
I used to read would be discovered by his companyou fairly puzzled.
detective stories until T got tired of ions that be had either been killed or
their plots, so 1 Invent 'em myself now mortally wounded.
aud watch some sleuth like you work
Every time I'etron kiuea a japan™
’em out before my eyes. It's worth a
be would punch a bole In bis cap. As
thousand easily to me. Tell me why the siege went on the boles became
you abandoned your flying maebiue so numerous that there was scnrcely
In time
room enough for them all.
theory."
••It really wnsn t n tneory, .Mr. iiauthey passed the hundred mark. But
this did not satisfy the young marksdason. I Just Mentioned It because I
couldn't think of unythlug else at the man, and be went on relentlessly makYou did it very cleverly, sir. ing one Jap after another bite the
moment.
You did leave a patch of soot on the dust till the surrender came, when he
sleeve of your pajamas which 1 could bad 117 holes punched In bis cap.,
There were 42.000 prisoners taken
not understand until 1 found the beads
by the Japs In the surrender of fort
that you lost from your slippers. By
Rusthe way, sir, you did wear the slippers Arthur. One day when a lot of
to
last night when you went up on the sians were lined up to be marched
a transport a woman passed. She was
roof to conceal the Jewels?"
‘‘I didn't dressed In feminine apparel, except the
Mr. Kaddasou nodded.
big military Russian cap. Tbe Solknow the beads were being scattered.
Takat her.
So I left a trail of evidence us I went diers laughed and Jeered
ing off her cap, sbe held It op to the
along, eh, straight to the chimney?"
light, showing punctures like a cluster
"Yes, sir."
The millionaire wrote a check for an sf stars.
"Do you see that?” sbe said. “Bacb
amount that covered a generous fee as
for a Japanese killed bewell as the thousand dollars special re- bole stands
killed my husband.”
ward and gave It to the detective. cause tbey
"Wbo was your husband?"
•Til confess 1 ought to have found a
“Sergeant Tomsky.”
better hidlDg place. Feun," he said
“And you?”
ruefully. "The next time I set you a
“Alexia Betroff. bis sbarpabooter.“
*
problem It’ll be one that keeps you
Too Alexia Petroff. tbe
“What!
now
out
Come
awhile!
for
guessing
sharpshooter wbo baa killed so many
and huve some luncheon with me."
of tbe little devils r
••Thanks, Mr. Raddason, but I’ve got
“Look at tbe boles. I have had one
to
We're
Fenn.
Mrs.
going
meet
to
of tbe devils for each hole.”
look at a little place In the country
“Well, well! And you, being a wowe're thinking of buying." And as the
man, have only to put on skirts and
far
looked
he
hurried
away
detective
you will net have to go to the detestahappier than the millionaire who had ble island.”
to
robbery
fictitious
Jewel
this
planned
“No; 1 am going back to Russia to
afford himself some hours of amuselook after oar children.”
ment.
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ST ATI'S OF THE TEACHER.

regarding

the iinancial and

social status of public school teachers in
this country have been gathered for the
teachers college of Columbia university by
Dr. Kaufman. The statistics cover seventeen states, with seventy-five counties,
towns or cities, none with more than
300,000 population. About 6,000 individual cases were covered in rural, town and
city schools, and the selection of localities was made so carefully that, it*is said,
no serious question can be raised that the
results faithfully reflect exisiting conditions. Were all the States covered, there
is little reason to think the general per
centages would be greatly modified.
To begin, it is interesting to note that
78 per cent, of public school teachers are
women and 22 per cent. men.
Of the men,
69 per cent, and of the women 44 per cent,
are children of farmers; 15 per cent, of
the women are daughters of storekeepers
and 16 per cent, daughters of artisans.
Regarding the incomes of homes from
which teachers come, it is found that
women who teach come, as a rule, from
homes where the standard of living is
higher than that of those from which the
men

a

The

come.

woman

year,

with

income of

average

That is why so many
New England people
are disappointed when

they buy ready roofing.
I*

This roofing is made especially
for this climate by saturating a
densely compressed wool felt
with a mixture of Bermudez
and Trinidad Lake asphalt.
So it is scientifically adapted
withstand sudden changes
temperature and atmosphere.

B-ff

It does not get brittle or crack in
the coldest weather—does not

dry out or get sticky m the hottest weather, it u waterproof—unaffected by acids, alkali or grease. So durable that it will not break
2 and 3 pty*
even if you walk on it Easy to lay» and made

a

teacher’s home is found to be f813
where the

an

though it

men come

average of
is said that

BROWN WALES CO.,

from homes

only |639

a

good

vtough for Kanama may not
aimnd How England”* ollmata.

Schoul Instructors Are Women.
Statistics

that'*

Roofing1

Seventy-Eight Per Cent, of Public

Maine.

year,

Sole

these represent fbe
be

Distributors,
Boston, Hass.

7o Purchase St.,

incomes of farmers whose wealth cannot

merely by the cash income.
Comparing city and country teachers, it
is asserted that the relative number of
women increases in passing from country
to town or city. There are about tw ice as
estimated

as men
women
among country
teachers, but in the towns there are
about five times as many and in cities

many

school

about fifteen times
cent, of the

city-born

are

as

who

men

many. Only 4 per
study for teaching

begin

or

their

teaching

in

the

city.
There also is a constantly increasing
difference between the salaries of men
and

women

in rural and

#390
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year,

than
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average

ftil3

cent,

more

than

a
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schools.

men

is

receive.

women

men

city

average only
about 7 per cent,

the rural schools the

In

In cities

women.

is

towns the

which is 25

year,

CLARION QUALITY

average f»19, which is 54 per cent,
than the average woman receives.

men
more

the

evidently

most

women

their

home

and

merely

to assist in the

teachers

salaries

are

pay

on an

to note

that,

average twice

a

as
as

rule,

much to

in-

citieB
men

teachers, partly because
so-called “equal-pay” cities, most
of the higher postfTons, w ith their higher
salaries, are held by meu.
to

as

even

painstaking attention in every single detail:
the result is
fect

live at

On the question of equal pay, it is

teresting

planning

receive

expected

family support.

in manufac-

of the patterns to the last
finishing touches, Clarion./"

salaries paid women teachers
United States, contrasted with
the uniformly high grade of service which
they render, it is said, is a comment on
the over supply of women teachers. From
the figures collected it would seem, possible to get an almost unlimited number of
women teachers at what scarcely could be
called living salaries. It is stated that
over

care

From the

ture.

The low

all

kept high by the greatest

possible

per

as

it

as

can

nearly

per-

be made.
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Clarence E. Merrill, of the Arm of Plum& Merrill, undertakers, Auburn, died

mer

Friday, aged forty-live

years.

PATENTS

flow to Reduce Weight.
Cut out the food!
This is the real secret ot fiesb-losing.
It the body is not overfed it is bouDd to
tbiu, because dieting is distaBtelul to
most of us wheu we try every other cure
tirst.
One reason for this distaste of food cutting is that it bas been overdone. It is
less necessary to go on a rigid diet or to
starve for days, as is often advised, than
to reduce greatly the daily amount of
food.
If you want to get thin, cut out the decidedly starchy, flesh-mating foods, such
aa potatoes, rice and beets, and go in for
•cid fruits and hot water; but do not
make your own life aud that of your
hostess miserable by being a diet faddist.
Instead, eat sparingly. Reduce the
quantity of fond at each meal rather than
the kinds of food you eat. Make a rule
not to let yourself get a stuffed feeling and
to avoid eating between meals.
Try for a month to get up from the
table hungry. You should lose pounds.
If you can cut out one meal entirely without feeling^liscomht, do so.
No fixed rule can be had for dieting,
and it is never safe to starve one’s self or
to become a nuisance about what you eat
Chronic dyspepsia and a shriveled tfkin
will be the penalty of lack of nutrition.
Far better to be tat.
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Nicolin grange held a regular meeting Idelesae, beautiful gasolene yacht owned
In retiring from judicial office, however, I
g*est at the Relay bouse Monday night.
American is 2.300 copies.
Jane IT, vith thirty-six members and two by Alfred P. Lasher, of Saugerttes, N. Y.,
shall retain undiminished a deep interest in
Mix Addle M. Bunker, who teaches in
wbo recently bought the Stearns cottage;
the
lecAfter
business
visitors
present.
State
is enjoying her vaca2,875 the Jurisprudence and welfare of our
Average for the year of 1910,
turer presented a short program. Tbe tbe Cheb, a large steam launch belonging Cambridge, Max.,
With great respect.
and people.
Bunker and
brothers served a bountiful treat of fruit to Hilton Clifford, Bangor, and several tion with her parents, George
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and wife.
sailboat* owned by Cspts. Bulger
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Lucxlics A. Embay.
and candy.
Mrs. Marion Dunn, with little daughter
It was voted to hare Ur. Reynolds, char- Stanley.
Governor Plaisted’s reply is A9 follows:
week at her old home
acter impersonator, £ive an entertainment
Jack ana Marvin Rope*. Bangor, are Pauline, spent last
June 27.1911.
Ellsworth has demonstrated that a
for the benefit of tbe grange, to
here, returning to West Gonldsboro Sun“safe and sane” Fourth of July can To /he Honorable Luciliur A. Kmery, Chief- July IT,
keeping bachelor*' ball.
Juetiee of the Supreme Judicial Court of the be followed by a dance. Cake and iceThe Aral church aervice o( the aeaaon day.
also be successful. Yesterday’s celecream will be served.
State of Maine.
Mrs. Charles %llliamr, of Waterville,
was
held laat Sunday.
Prof. C. J. H.
bration was well planned, and the enMv Dbaa 8ib:— 1 have the honor to acknowwas a week-end guest at her firmer home,
At tbe regular meeting July 1, thirtyot
Bangor,
without
Hopes,
preached.
out
tire program was carried
ledge the receipt of your letter of the 36th intwo patrons were present., Tbe entertainBeecbland, and of her parents. Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Crocker, Ban^r, bare
a hitch. Visitors were loud in their stant by which you signify to me your resigment committee reported tbe proceeds
Phillips and wife, here.
of the office of chief justice of the sunation
praises of the celebration itself and of preme judicial court, to take effect on the 36th from tbe play “Willowdale’’, June 19, been preparing the Crocker houae lor
Mr*. Marietta P. Dyer, who sprained
summer guest* the past week.
the hospitality showed by our people.
were $40.
Tbe play will be repeated J uly
her right ankle last week, learns there
day of July next.
W.
Mrs.
C.
Mr*.
Frances
Merchants'
Coffln,
due
the
Bangor,
end
of
credit
is
No
In accepting your resignation of the highest It, to be followed by a dance andaupper.
Four
were others equally unfortunate.
Payne Mason,
Chicago, Francia Von cases of
association as an organization and to Judicial office in our State, permit me, sir, to
sprains and fracture* among our
and
Mason
Cbarlea
Coffln
Mason
most cordial assurance that
to
HAPPYTOWN.
Wyck
convey
you
my
LAKE
VIEW, 451,
mem be re-of the committee which left
townspeople were reported the xme day.
are at the Crocker house and din fag at the
you will carry into retirement the high regard
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
no stone unturned to make the affair
and respect of every good citizen of Maine.
Principal M. C. Fox and the high school
Tarratine.
Whereas, It ha* pleased God in HU infinite
the suooess it proved to be.
The distinguished service which you have
clax were much pleased with
graduating
Mrs. Howard Crabtree and Sent Crabcall to Hi* heavenly hone oar begiven our State as attorney-general tor three wisdom
their courteous ent&tainment at tbs Hanloved brother. William Billinf*. therefore be
tree, Somerville, Maas., have arrived and
and chief
cock boux, Ellsworth, on the occasion ol
It has been many a year since there years, 1876 to 1879. and as associate
! are occupying their cottage. A comfortajustice from 1888 to 1911, has won the admira- it
their recent banquet, also with the delicwas such a scramble tor office as that
BilThat
in
the
death
of
Brother
R—olvtd.
ble veranda has been added to their cottion of your associates and the commendawhich has been precipitated by the is tion of all classes. Your great legal ability linf*, Lake View f range ha* loot one of it* tage which greatly improves its appear- ious menu.
James
W. recognized throughout the Union, and your charter member*, one who ha* been a member ance.
death
of
Mary, widow of Benjamin F. Balsbury,
untimely
all our in good standing, one who has been loved and
is
formerly of Lamoine, died her* at the
Brackett, of Phillips, chairman of absolute integrity acknowledged by
The
Hancock
Point
circulating library home of her
respected by all who knew him. one whose acpeople.
daughter, Mr*. W. E. Tracy,
-the commissioners of inland fisheries
was
moved from Mrs. Pauaey’s, where it
You have served upon the supreme bench tive service will be greatly missed both at
June 25. Mr*. Banbury, whoa* maiden
has been during the winter, to its usual
and game.
Some of the names men- of Maine for nearly twenty-eight years, a home and in the grange.
name wu Walker, was g native of BelAesolved That while we mourn the loss of place in the chapel, June SO. It lain charge
tioned are entirely unknown at Au- period which has never been exceeded in the
mont. Twenty-five year* ago she and Mr.
of
our State except in two in- ! of oar brother, we extend to. hi* family oar
of
Mrs.
Milton
Clifford
and
Mias
Anna
history
judicial
gusta, but the most of them have
Balsbury moved from Lamoine to Califstances—Chief Justice Appleton, who served tender regard* and heartfelt sympathy la Walker.
been heard before.
At the present
f
ornia, where the husband died three years
thirty-one years, and Justice Walton, whose 1 their boar of affliction, and commend them to
The Fourth here was very “safe and
God. who reaches out hi* arm* in love and
writing it is understood that there are term lasted thirty-five years.
ago. One year this month the widow made
sane". Practically no noise was heard
Your decisions are found in the Maine Re- comfort to those who mourn.
at least a dozen candidates’ names on
the long Journey to Maine to spend the reRenolved, That our charter be draped and until after 7 a. m.
Young Bros’, store mainder of her day* among her kindred.
beginning with the 76th and continufile, and it is well known that there portsinto
the 107th. making thirty-two vol- oar badge* reversed for thirty day* in mem- sold a few Are crackers, Roman candles,
ing
Last April she was stricken with paralysis
are several active candidates who
ory of oar brother, and that a copy of these etc., but there wasn’t much of a demonumes, or nearly one-third of all the pubfrom which she did not rally. Bb* was in
have not presented their endorse- lished volumes. In these decisions, which resolution* be sent to the bereaved family, stration.
In her helplexher xventy-slxtb year.
will constitute your monument, you have one placed on oar record* and one sent to the
ments as yet.
The ferry boat summer service in ness she had the faithful, loving care of
made a great contribution to the jurispru- papers for publication.
Frenchman's bay began Jons 36. Besides her daughter and family, from whose
How we mis* you in our meetings.
The 820,000 fond (or the E«et Maine dence of this State. Your place in our judithe Sappho and the Norumbega there is a home she was borne to her last restingHew we mis* you from yoar chair,
cial history is assured. You will, Mr. ChiefConference seminary at Backsport has Justice
For you have been our faithful steward
new
boat, the Moosehead, on the bay. place in the family lot at Bay View cemeEmery, always be remembered as on
beet) raised. Bishop Johir W. Hamil- of Maine's great Judges.
Tolling with untiring care.
The Moosehead is the largest and fastest tery. Rev. Gideon Mayo officiated at the
Flora E. Davis.
With assurances of njy high regard and eston spoke at Honlton Sunday mornot the three.
funeral.
Addis E. Guay,
the honor to be. sir,
ing in the interest of the seminary, and teem, I haveY'our
B.
July 3.
Capl. Chester, who baa been lighthouse
ftosco*
G.
Davis,
obedient servant.
secured pledgee of 8935. Sunday night
keeper at Hancock Point for many years,
Committee.
Fbedbuice W. Plaisted.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
he spdke for the same object at Carihas accepted a similar position at Owl’s
amd rouncAi. ronui

will Ml m aigfct

rlw at.» n. b., US and 7jo
p.
will cJoan for oil potato ooot V*
•JOt. m., 1.10 oad 7.10 p. a.

®^O0lth,

needed to secure the provisional 820,000 appropriated by the legislature,
and ends a successful campaign for
funds by the friends of the Bucks port
school. The 840,000 is now available
for new buildings, which will be
erected at once.
COUNT*

OOSSIP.

Carl Butler, of North Frankiiu, enjoyed
green peas and new potatoes from his

garden

J

uly 2.

Portland

Argut.

Cherryfleld Man Snot Woman With
Chief* Justice
that
Whom Hr Wu Infatuated.
hi* resignation in the
William Hunter ehot and seriously
hands of Governor Plaisted marks the retirement of one of the most distinguished among
wounded Mr*. Bert Devi*, at Cherryfleld,
In the roll of
Maine supreme court Justices.
Friday forenoon.
Maine supreme court Judges past and presHunter ia sixty year* of axe. Mr*.
ent. Judge Emery will take high rank for his
Daria i* thirty-two. Hunter ha* for bo me
legal attainments, his intellectual acumen I
time boarded with Mr. and Mr*. Daria,
and his clear insight into the social and economic problems of the time.
In retiring and i* believed to have been infatuated
had frequent
from the bench, he will take with him the with the woman. They
esteem and respect not only of the legal pro- j wordy quarrel*.
fession with which be ha* been so long assoFriday forenoon they quarrelled in the
ciated, but also of the people of Maine.
preaence of Mr*. Dan*'aged mother and
The

announcement

Emery had placed

Kenntbec Journal.
Samuel O.

Hardison, Franklin’s

trapper, has caught
near

two

bears

veteran

recently

his camp at Fox pond.

The law giving to automobiles a right of
way through Mount Desert island to
Southwest Harbor went into effect July 1.
There
more or

are

leas

good reasons to suspect that
poaching is being done in de-

Century Chief-Justice
Emery has rendered conspicuous service on
the supreme bench of Maine. In legal attainments, culture. Judicial breadth, he ranks
For

quarter of

a

with the most illustrous of those who have
occupied the seat which he is vacating. His
integrity and acumen haven ever been questioned; wisdom and exact sence of Justice are
among his recognized attributes.
of his retirement from
In the accepts
arduous Judicia. duties, the people of Maine
feel that they are in no wise releasing ChiefJustice Emery from his usefulness to the
commonwealth.
With mental faculties at
zenith, capacity for work unimpaired, and
rich in scholarship, mind grasp and the
product of application and observation, he
stands as a civic monitor and adviser of
As a student of Jurisbench and bar.
prudence and social and economic evidence,
his views
should
contribute
largely to
Maine’s welfare and progress. We welcome
him to the supreme position of private independence and a leadership in the court of best

fiance of the scallop law, and it is believed
that the same parties are economising on
their expense account by pilfering gasoline from boats in the harbor where they
tie up for the night—or that part of the
night which they spend in a harbor.* We
know of at least three boats whose tanks
were emptied of their contents on Wednesday night, and it is quite probable
that there are others. Motor boats which
are believed not to belong here an heard
entering our harbor at all hours of the j
night and they an gone again in the |
morning before most of us an stirring.
While pretending to be fishing, whims
they probably do to a certain extent, they resort—public opinion.
an undoubtedly dragging a few scallops
after dark and npienishing their gasoline
Lewiston Sun.
tank from such boats as they find in the
Chief-Justice Emery's resignation need not
harbor which they enter.—Deer IiU MetKrssklla A. Wilson Dead.
Hon. Franklin A. Wilson, of Bangor,
one of the oldest memben of the Penobscot bar and long prose inant in railroad
and financial circles, died Sunday, agsd
■eveaty-eight yean. Be had been (ailing
in health lor scan —»n» and far

Vkanklin A. WUsoa was bora la Bangor
and always lived then. Ha was graduated Wans Bowdotn
college la UM,
sSadtod law with Albert W. Paine and tbs
lata Chief-Jostles John A. Peters, and ter
atiaawaa associated with the latter in
panties, afterward foraaiag a partnership
with Charles F. Woodward, which eonMaoad until the latter’s death In 1908.
In tbs oouna of his active career, Mr.
Wilson held many positions of trust, and
wu
connected with many institutions
and eorpontions. He wa a director of
the old Bangor A Plaoataquia railroad;
president of the European A North
American Railway Co., president of tbs
Penobscot eevings bank, dinetor of the
First national bank, member of the board
of trustees of the public library, director
of the Union Insurance Oo., director and
at ooe time president of the Maine Central Railroad Co., and president of the Penobeoot Bar association. Shortly before
his death ha resigned from all public and
corporate offices
A widow and four children survive
Mrs. Qeorge Cutler, of Brookline, Mam.;
Charles g. Wilson, second secretary of the
American embassy in Borne; Hayward
Wilson, of Boston, and Jobs Wilson, of
—

The only way aoase aaan can attract attention la by getting a queer hair-out.

ATTEMPTED MI'RItKK.

PRE88 COMMENTS.

her two children, axed ten and eight year*.
Suddenly Hunter drew a revolver and Bred

aereral shot*. One ballet took effect in
Mr*. Dari*’ neck and another in her *ide
She ran to the house of a neighbor. Hunter

following

her.

%

Hunter then turned the revolver on
himaelf, the bullet lodging in hi* cheat.
He then ran acroea the street and Jumped
into the river. He was rescued with difficulty.
Mr*. Dari* was taken to the Bangor
boapital. Hunter was lodged in the
Machias Jail and later taken to Bangor
hospital. Both will recover.

Spark’s World Famous Shows.
Ellsworth is not to be given the go-by
this year in the matter of a circus. Flaming poster* already announce the coming
of Spark's world’s famous shows, the date
set being Friday, July fl| a week from
next

Friday.

the day approaches, the small boy is
on hi* best behavior.
If It were not for
the tact that hi* mother ia wise to hi*
Be is methods, hit angelic goodness would give
be the end of his service to the State.
not too old to do valuable service in pointing her soma alarm. She know* that he ia
out the way to speed up the courts of Maine. working to see “that circus”. For that
Be has already expressed opinions favorable matter
mother wants to ate it also. Father
to simplification of procedure. U would be it
non-oommittal, but it la the one beat
great honor to be the author of a reversal of bet that ha will be there it It ia tor no
the present theory of litigation—the theory
other reason than to taka the boy; be hat
that a ease stays in court in its pigeon-hole
not targotten when ha waa a little shaver
till someone ssovss it along or throws it out.
The thsory should be that a case cannot stay himesif.
The Sparks show claims to have reached
in court any longer than it is moving onmoving on to its final decision—and when it in all Its departments the highest perfecstops moving it drops oat. Judge Emery tion of excellence.
It has ransacked
could do much to give a good start to this
Europe In ita search for big fast urea, and
most needed reform.
the performance ia an* of infinite variety.
The parade to be given at U o’clock will
RATI BAX TMnxonu.
furnish a prelude to the circus Itself, for It
Aa ■ tribute to the jeers of service in will display a thousand wonders. Magbehalf of the State, the Maine Bar aaao- nificent chariots and floats will be drawn
ciatioo ie making arrangements for a
by handsome bore**, open dans showing
function to be given in honor of the retir- their ferocious Inmates will b* in evidence,
ing chief-justice.
and there will be many comical features to
Hon. Oecar F. Fallows, preeident of the make the youngsters shout.
Maine Bar aeeodation, baa appointed a
committee oonaietiug of Matthew taughlin, of Bangor, Hon. L. B. Deaay, of Bar
Many Bided Onset!saV
Harbor, Hon. Herbert M. Heath, of AuMias Lonely—Too ought to be caregusta, Hon. Joaiab H. Drummond, of ful. Kitty. Marriage la a Bartons matPortland, and Hon. John A. Morrill, of ter.
Auburn, to make arrangements for a , The Maid (who has • propel sal)—
function in keeping with the man and hie Tea. ma’am; bat staying slngl* Is s
serious matter too.—Colombo* Ledger.
high office.
It ie underetood that the event will take
Fatal Anyksw.
place during the month of July, probably
in Bangor, although no definite time or
"Won’t you try a place ad my eWi
plaoe baa yet fin decided upon, that be- ugii ctkir
“Will it make an angel of meT*
ing left in the bends of the committee.
It will be a diatinguiabed gathering, and
“That will depend on tbs kind of a
will be attended by eome of the moot emi- ttfh you bare led.”—Houston Foot
nent jurists and member* of the legal
Out ta Be In.
profeaeioe in the State.
Mover bo In year place of boatnaas
cHiav-JcwricB aunt’* auoonaaoB.
whan a parson wards to borrow mousy
Aseociate-Juatioe William P. White- of yon, because if you are in yon will
houae. of Augusta, who will succeed bo oat, bat if you are oat you will bo
Lociliue A. Emery at chief-justice, wee
As

Head. Mr. Peaaley, the former assistant,
takes Capt. Chester's place. L. C. Lutnan,
Hu bee, is the new assistant.

Among the cottagers are: Miss Elisabeth Thel berg. Miss Beatrice Wellington,
at the Tbelberg cottage; Miaa Lauretta
Johnson, Bangor, Mr. Clark, Boston, at
the Clark cottage; Mrs. Charles Woodward, Miases Margaret and Pauline Woodward, of Bangor, at their cottage; Mrs,
George H. Grant, Ellsworth, her daughter*
Mrs. Holmquist, Louisette Holmquist, Albany, at the Grant cottage; Mr. and Mr*.
Milton Clifford, Bangor, Beatrice, Eleanor
and Henry Clifford, at their cottage; Mrs.
B. B. Thatcher, Charlotte Thatcher, Bangor, at the Thatcher cottage.
Mr*. VialJ, Mrs. Artesian, Boston, at
the Viall cottage; Mrs. W. T. Sampson,
Washington, D. C., Harold Sampson, at
the Sampson cottage; Mr. and Mr*. A. D.
T. Hamlin, N. Y.. Misses Genevieve and
Louise Batalin, Mis* H. P. Marstou, at the
Greeley cottage; Misses Natalie, Fiancee,
A. McC. Lord, Calhoun, Ala., and Mrs.
Georg* A. Bowman, Boston, at the Lord
cottage; Mr. and Mrs. James T. Mai well,
Saugertiee, N. Y., William, John and
James Maxwell, Mrs. Louis* Haley, Earl
and Charlotte Haley, Miaa Evelyn Smith,
Mias May Eltlng, at the Maxwell cottage.
Lag* arrivals at the Tarratine are: Mrs
George Cushing, St. Louis; Mr. and Mr*.
A. L. Freese, Bangor, Drummond, Jack,
Paul and Dorothy Frees*; Mrs. L. N. Godfrey, Mia* Bertha Godfrey, Brookline,
Maas.; Mr. and Mrs. E. P. BoutaUs, Bangor; Mrs. J. W. Edgely, Mias Edgely,
Brookline; Mrs. R. T. Furnace and L.
Furness, Baeton; Mian Anna Walker,
Brookline; Mr. and Mr*. W. G. Par me lee,
Newton Uenter, Maas.; Mr. and Mrs. T.
D. Hammett, Topeka, Kan., Fiance* and
Abram Ham matt; Mias Lucy W. Valentine, Boston; Miaa MoGUnchy, Calais.
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More
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been

A little daughter wu made welcome on
June T, at tbe home ol Mr. and Mr*. Everton Uott.

Rev. A. W. Archibald, U. O., and wile,
ol Newton Center, are again occupying
tbe Piske collage.

Special Xotirr*.

Ml** Nettl* Pollard, who ha* recently
finished a school at Oouldaboro, i* visiting
Mr*. W. E. Mason.

CAKI> or THA9IK1
TIrE the OBd«rii|n«d wUh to extend oar
thank*
to the trlmdi nod neighbors
fV
who ««rt no kind to an daring the i.lo*-** no<l
Muw Esther Dixon, who ha* been at d> nth ot oar dear mother; nlno to the looors
to
borne since the close of ber work in Calais, | of the beautiful flower*, to the choir, nod
nil thooe who by their words and nets of syn»«
will go to Orono lor tbe summer school.
burden
tbr
to
mnke
nod
pntbjr
respect. helped
i of sorrow lene hard to bear,
The dale ol th* Congregational summer t
Fano E. BbsdkMine Mastm « Bk*nsx
sale and enterainment has been set lor
Mm Oaacu Part*.
Aug. 1, at Maaonic hall, day and evening.

Wednesday ol
of tbe

laal

week

tbe preaident

legal Xoticrt.

Congregational sewing society, Mrs.

Norwood entertained her circle at
roucumit. or momwAura picnic dinner, inviting aeversl summer
John Lord, of Buck.; ft- it
the county of Hancock. nud atnte ot
guests.
"•*.
Maine, by hie deed dated December 14
ot
Herbert Dixon, who has been travelling duly recorded ia eald Hancock reg-strysod
deeds coneeyed to J- L. Back in mort****
tor a Chicago firm since completing bis In fee kle eald Lord’s koaentend in the
lane of Backnport aforeeaid; nod whrrtu
education, is spending a week with rela- said
mortgage and the debt thereby »* J?«d
sola
tives here. He will travel in Maine during were daly aneigaed to me by the betr«
J.
L.
Buck ne appear* by deed dated January
the summer.
uw
Robie

WBEBBA8

Miss Eva Springer, who taught the tail
and winter term* ol the grammar school
hers, spent a lew days ol laat week with
Mrs. O. W. Cousins, returning Saturday to
Jordan's pond, where she is employed lor

IS. IMP, aad whereas the condition
mortgage ban been broken aad eonunuss
broken; now therefore I claim '© force.ose
the said asertgage aad pabliab this nonce tor

DtUd'sUfrosko,

aad etate of
Itll.

la the county ot

Missouri, thin Bd d*y

of

*’oo
uot.

William 0. Bi

k

the season.

Maud* E. Trask, who has spent a law
at home since the dose ol her
school in Brookton, left Saturday tor
Syracuse, N. V., to attend a university
summer school.
She will teach at Corinna
In tbe tall.

IfthyTtifnnrmB

weeks

NOVEL INTRODUCTION.

A

Ur.

Howard

Co.

Xakee

a

Special

Prteo.
Tha Dr. Howard Company ban entered
into an artaacamaot with O. A. Parcher’e

drag atom, by wkich

a

apaeial intr-ducon

toe

apaciSo

(or

torjr Oder will ba made ol SB cent*
SO cent ataa of their celebrated
the

cure

of oonatipaUon and dyiptp»“

Haadachaa, coated tongue, dlaaine**. <*•
tha atomach, apaefca before the eyet,
and
conatipatlon and all fora* of malaria
Hear trouble are eoon cored bp tbie ecien*
on

tide medicine.
eeGaorta A. Marcher haa been able to
ao everyone
a
limited
anpply,
only

core

who wlahea to ba cored of

dyepepeia or

oace
conatipatlon ahonld call upon him at
»
or Band him S6 conU by mall and yet
on
doaaa of tha bast medicine aver made
introductory offer,
tbit*

Mrs. Pauline Knowles, of
apaeial baif-prlca
Bangor, is
visiting bet aunt, Mrs. Evelyn Bears;.
with hia paraoaal guarantee to refund tbe
Moving pictures will be shown at tbs money It tha • pacific doaa not core.
parish boose ever; evening this week.
Miss Rath Harris, of Buxton
Center, is
the guest of Miss Rachel Manchester.
The swimming pool opened
Saturday,
under the management of Miss Luclle A.
Wood.
Rev.

A Misintarpratsd Quest Ian.
A young raaadlan rial tad Washington one wlptar to spend the holidays
with a pretty cousin and bar family.
As he was motoring with Ms pretty
eeusta one afternoon she said to him:
“Do yon hare reindeer in Canada r
"No, darling,” bo answered quickly.
"At this season It always snows.”

_HcDrrv.

Tho oldaot nnlmrottj ta tho
world i,
mine, tho‘•School lor tho Son, of

money in one day
mar be earned with me than daring AN ENTIRE WEEK in other
wiyi.
Applicants must be bright
neatly dressed, rlean hands and face.
I want the MANLIEST boy in the
city. Come early prepared to work,
i M. E. Stkovt, tl l’lne >t., Ellsworth,
bill bu Maine.

The summer schedule ol sermons at th*
Congregational church began Sunday July
2.
Th* pastor, Re*. C. W. Robinson,
preached th* first and administered tbe
communion service.
Next Sunday Bee.
Mr. and Mra. Alfred P. Lasher, SangerPrank J. Goodwin, of Washington, D. C.,
N.
ties,
Y., Miaa Tiffany, Yonkers, at tba will preach.
Stearns cottage; Mrs. Lillian Hill, Mra.
Mr*. Ada Parker has returned from MidStrickland, Bangor, at tba Bartlett cotConn., where ah* baa been to attage; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wood, Ban- dletown,
tend the commencement ol Wesleyan unigor, Mias Margaret Wood, at their cottage;
Mrs. Swan, Brooklyn, at her cottage; Dr. versity. Hereon William waaoneolthr
and Mra. Walton, Bangor, at the Walton grsduatee. Mrs. Putter was accompanied
to her aummer home here by her
daughoottago; Mra. Wing, Bangor, at bar cotter Mary, who last winter enjoyed a westtage; Mra. Slaughter, Misses Elisabeth
ern trip.
and Gertrude Slaughter, Madison, WisJuly A
Spbat.
consin, at their cottage; Chief Jostle*
Emery and Mrs. Emery, Ellsworth, Henry
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
C. Eatery, chairman of the tariff commisJohn Adam* returned to Bancor
sion, at the gfflary cottage; Prof, and Mra.
Banda;.
F. G. t Alii neon, Miaa Susanna AUlnaon,
Ooorga W. Mayo baa opanod hia (ton on
Main
itioat.
Providence, R. I., at their oottag*.
Srac.
July 6.
Faal Harris is smplojrsd at tbs Mr. Destrt nnrssrias.
His Denomination.
Dean da Moulin of Trinity cmtbsdral
told this blight Uttls story during on*
of tils delightful talks not long ago!
A man was asked to what raUglons
denomination ha belonged.
Ha thought It oror.
“Why.’' ha presently replied, "I boOars it la tbs Episcopal churn I stay
sway from.”—Ctaraiand Plain Daalar.

000

(,*£'

lJolr*-

_

These snms comover, the 820,000

*

B-FWta. of tali pUc,
___
■mtiM
Tanadar omnia*. Jon. r, b»
CteBoeo Emery .1 tho bom. ,t th.
A wadding toooptioa totlowod.

3mong the ©rangers.

boo, and raised 8600.
plete, with a margin

lot tho nh||.

iobW ■odao*W*».M-

wai

PWttod’i EapUr -C»
■Mate of t*« Fmm.
Tb* Mt« of rMlfoatioB of Cfciat-Joatio, 1* A. Fmwrj, nod* public last WedDMday CTcninc, U u follow*:

Govaraor

r

Clarence

Emery

and

Charleston, called upon friends
Tuesday and Wednesday.

Wm. O.

EMERY

T1TUES

wits, ol
bsre last

H. T. Moore has
arrived, and will act as
manager of tbs tennis courts as last year.
Tbs court* opened last week.
Mias Elisabeth Vroet has
her

resigned

position as night telephone operator, and
ker place baa been taken
by Mias Harsh
Hasting*. Him Alice Lyo«, of CklaU,

orneii
STATS

glorious

fourth.

bar

ullsworth

BuooamwuL

CELEBRATION.

«0

CROWD ABO MAAJDW PROGRAM

C<M, With M. J. Dnmnj M lomu,
•nd Dtrlgo, with L.H. Cuahaao as (on*«md ap amok anUafiaam. The
akowar
batwaaa Iba playing of
l** aafinaa. Dirtgo won bp a narrow
margin, tka aeon being: Hanna own, 17*
feet • idcbaa; Dlrigo, 178 feet.

intervened

Unfortunately the eontaat laana the
q neat ion of superiority between tka two
awarded.
enginaa undecided.
On tka one band,
frlenda of Dtrigo claim
Bonneman.got tka
Fourth.
Tta
■
tad
gtorioos
ad rentage of tka preliminary
Ell, worth
dropa of tka
™ pronounead by all oh ol
ealebrstion
approaching abowar, which lb. Drummey
"
waa
There
a
good
(*«, of recent years.
deni**, while frlenda of Hunneman claim
estimated that tw S.000
Dtrigo would never ban won but for tba
crowd, it Mint
tan.
«m
out-of-town
fact that ite etream waa borne on tba tail
—ople from
too.
Ttan
wm
end of tka aquall which accompanied the
It was an orderly crowd,
recontraband
of
liquid
ahower.
And ao it ia probable another
littir evidence
arrests. City Marshal
challenge will be forthcoming.
frwbments, and no
of
.pacial policeman
There weri only twi antrlea In the log
gto*rt and hi. corpa
race—John Cook and Otia QUea. Cook
oftKTvrd good order.
conaidarable
left
Rood
won handily without
Tbc visitor,
wetting bia fret.
Tta business men Oilee had a
o0„ev in Eiuworth.
spill at the atart, and waa a
to
a
hollwh,w wam appealed especially
poor gecond from tbdt time on.
boalneaa far above the
The canoe race aleo brought out but two
ar crowd report
crowd.
F.
B.
a celebration
etartere, Philip Maaon and Fred Fields
mrtp for
in
boalneaa
here
been
Aiken, who baa
defeating Harold Hooper and Ueorge Pierwae
It
the beat son.
flftv-nne yean, nf»
ever
he
with
tad,
KVKtlXO.
fourth of July busineae
iitucnn

_

fa*am

—

man

exception.
the (tirade of the afternoon waa pronounced by many the moa* attractive ever

one

There have been
Ellsworth.
line., but none with bandaomer or
The doten or more
more elaborate float..
decorated automobile, in line added
in

^cn

lonkcr

(,ily
greatly

parade.

to the

for comthe crowd found-and the
plaint that
Fourth of July committee of the Merchants' association could not help that.
Every number on the proRram waa carried
Out on schedule time, except the minor
.for which the committee aubThe heat

waa

the only

cauae

.ports,

diluted a cooling .bower.
The settee, placed along the aldewalk
down town waa a happy thought of the
committee, which wae greatly appreciated

by

•

visitor*.

Here .re the member, of tta committee,
who covered ttamaelvee with eweat and
glory: W. A. Alexander, preeident; Roy
c. Haines, secretary; E. F. Robinaon, Jr.,
treasurer; H. B. Eetey, Charles W. Joy, E.
F. Small, Harry E. Rowe.
It i, a pleasure, that all Poorth of July
celebration committees do not have, to report that all bills are paid, and a small
balance left over.
FORKXOOS FROORAX.

Tbe day wu opaned u usual by the
rloguig of belli bad tbe patriotic nolle of
"Voting America”. At 8 o'clock the Bar
in
Hirbor band opened up
poitofflce
fcju«rv for the tint concert of tbi day.

special

Tbe

train

from

Washington

county, with tbe Maccabee band, of Milltown, and about 300 excunioniiti on
board, irrired at 8.45 o'clock.
Tbe parade of “borribiei” wai more
picturesque than horrible. There were
ball a dozen exhibit! in line, all good. Tbe
farmer* band took flrat prize, Harold
Hooper second, Fred O. Smith third, and
W'erley Sowle, with automobile party,
fourth.
The out-of-door baaket ball game waa
between two boyi'teami from Bar Harbor,
under namea of Otter Creek, with Weacotl
u captain, and Bar Harbor, with Hilion,
a* captain.
Min Florence Cleaves, of
Bar Harbor, waa umpire. Otter Creek won
by tbe score of 30-10.
The fo bill at tbe top of tbe greeted pole
kept covetoua men and hoya buay for an
hour or more, Alexander Moon, of Hancock. Anally reaching tbe top and tbe bill.
There were aix entriea in the fat men’a
race.
W. P. Newman, of Bar Harbor,
eon. with W. E. Harrlbgton aecond, and
Alexander Gray and William Carliale tied
for third. Tbe other runnere were ManMi B. Young aid C. S. Down.
The » ramble for coina concealed in flour
and tbe pie-eating conteet furniabed fun
for tbe boya and annulment for the crowd.
Charles Fullerton won the pie contaat,
Walter Cain aeeond.
Dinner waa aereed to tbe Red Men, Uniform Bank, K. of P., end the bande at Odd
Fellow a ball. Daring tbe day tbe bands
and Bed Men had
headquarters at Hancock ball, where
cigars and light refreshments were aereed.
The afternoon program opened with
tend concerts. Tbe greased pig bad a
abort race for freedom, and waa captured by Earl Bborey.
THE PAEADE.

Tile ;«r*d* m lad by Fred Q. Smith, on
honeb«cE, coatumod aa “foci# Sam".
The polio*
followed, with mmben of
I'niform Rank, K. ot P., of Ellaworth and

°fooo, doing

escort duly.
Then cam* tb* Bar Harbor bind, followed by Ellsworth Inna and appere-

*»•. The two horn
wagons and hook and

Ihhder track wot* beautifully decorated.
Bom wagon Mo 1, driven by Leo J. Ward*«U. took fltet prise. Hunnamaa, Tieonic
*od Dirigo
engine* followed.
The second divtaioa waa headed by the
Msec*be# band.
Omaha tribe of Bad

Men, Hanoaek, had two elaborate floats
11 line, the Oral
representing tb* aborigi»*1 Indian with tent of dear hidaa and
bo* hod
arrow, tb* second representing
the Indian of
to-day. The tribe followed
w‘lh tw*nty-fl«* men in costume beside*
those on tha floats.
Bar Harbor tribe had
thirty men in line,
•oil half a down other tribes were
repre••nted by small
delegation*.
The cap given
by the Burrili national
“oB w*« awarded to Hanooek tribe.
H. H. Bice poet, in two buckl>c*rd^ tally decorated with the national
rec®*’*<! •» ovation along the line.
The society floaU followed. Nokoinl*
Hebekah lodge had a beanUtnl float,
which w“ awarded the
cap given by the
I nion Trust
Co. Iren* chapter, O. E. 8.,
o*d a
carriage prettily decorated with
oedar and daisies. The
girls’ sewing club
had an attractive exhibit,
sisniel B. Young, a. 8. Batsy and L. B.
trsadweu had the only basin*** teams in
of

*°,~rs,

line,

A down
decorated automobiles brought
the dear. First
prise for autos was
•vided Between C. I.
and B.T.

op

7®*"-

Staple*

Others in line were B. 8. Jellison,
Bur-

DoW®, O. W. Tapiey, F. C.
*»rka\He*ts, J. O. Whitney.
Hunn

In the evening the Maccabee band gave
a delightful concert in front of Hancock
hall. The special train for
Washington
county left about 10 o’clock.
t The ball which closed the day was well
attended, but it was too warm a night to
make

dancing

a

pleasure.

Monaghan

furnished music. The proceeds from the
ball were about f70. *
WEST GOULDS BORO.
Mias Beatrice Galbraith arrived Satur-

day for the

summer.

Mrs. Harriet Dearborn and Mrs. Welbridge, of Bangor, are at G. C. Gouldsboro’e for a few weeks.

Ralph Allen

ia at

H. P. Ash’s for hia

vacation.
Mias Ella Morse, of Bar Harbor, ia visiting her aunt, Mrs. Hannah Kingsley.
Mr. and Mr*. Foes, of Franklin, with
two children, were at A. W. Gordon’s
Sunday.
Among the arrivals at Warped* Inn are
T. P. Currier and wife, Mrs. and Mies Potter, of Boston.
Mrs. Oscar Stevens and daughter, Mrs.
McCoy, arrived Monday from' New
Hampshire for the sommer.

CITY MEETING
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO

OLD
WKKK FUND.

present.

Refresh-

woum or

Aooocim.

Tb« mgular mMtlni of th, city »OY»nimant »»• bald Monday (Tuning. Piaaant,
Mayor Latend, Alderman Eldridgc, Smith,
Anatln and Maddoeka.
Holla of accounts were paaaed as follows:
BOLL or ACCOUNTS NO.

Fun4.

Mass Meeting

S.

Jfame.

Amount.
$ 45 OC
45 OC
295 85
210 M
*♦
Wnter,
1,015 00
E E Springer,
Library,
10 OC
Mrs H H Emerson,
14 71!
14 5C
Mary A Hodgkins,
J P Bass Pub Co,
7 73
J A Thompson,
39 73
0 40
Harry L Pio,
Suptofschs. Clara O Hopkins,
33 33
"
Text book sup,
i m
American Book Co,
28 0C
Hancock County Pub Co,
25 0Q
FB Aiken,
900
J A Thompson,
2 50
v
High school, Charles E Monaghan,
25 00
Ernest D Giles,
52 50
Hchoolhouse, Frank K Moore,
9 60
Herman E Hill,
10 00
Ernest D Giles,
School,
1500
R L Sargent,
5 00
Freeman D Smith,
30 00
F
5 25
Harry Spillane,
Jenness McGown.
8 00
Lawrence G Higgins,
5 00
Edward Haney,
22 00
Myra F Cottle.
5 00
Lea non P Franklin.
500
5 00
Amy F Astbury,
5 00
Bayard Young,
Millard P Jordan,
5 50
Earl X DeWltte,
5 00
Russell Nason,
5 00
Martin Alley.
80 00
Alta Cousins.
5 CO
L D Moore,
20 00
Marttn A Garland.
15 00
Simon Qarland,
2 40
Clara I Carter,
3500
Fire dept,
Leo J Ward well,
45 00
Wm H Pomeroy,
45 00
Senator Hale Hose Co,
320 00
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
2 00

Police,

John A Stuart,
Arthur B Mitchell,
Michnel J Drummey,
Poor,
Electric light, BHAUR Power Co.

HANCOCK HALL,

Thursday Eve’g, July 6

•*

Emery Strout*

Contingent,

N.

A Good Cresd.
To bo able to look every man squarely In the eyco; to make friends and
bold them: to keep clean of mind aDd
body: to etnlle at 1U fortnne; to laugh
at my mistakes: to frown wben temptation comes avlattlng: to be ready
with a word of cheer wben that word
will help: to strive to develop to the
utmost the heart, bead and hand
qualities endowed by the Ruler over
all; to hold all women In respect and
to lore one; to weave the thread of
eternal optimism Into the lives of all
with whom I may come In contact: to
worship nature and the Great 8plrlt
that conceived It all—In a word, to play
the f^me of life with a steady hand
and a qualmless conscience and a real
desire to be of service—that la my religion. And. say. If I can live up to
the mark* don't you think I've corralled
about all the creed that Is necessary?—
Backbone Monthly.

OLD HOME WEEK

norma
uumr
iruDiu
on
COMPACT'S GASOLBNS TACT—

Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw waa agreeably surprised on Monday night, the occasion being her seventy-seventh brithday. About
twenty friends were
ments were served.
July 3.

BOMB

1 50

N E Tel A Tel Co,
J S Donovan,
J A Thompson,
Henry E Davis,
Austin H Joy,
Thomas E Hale,
BHAUR Power Co,
C C Burrill A Sou,
Edward G Moore,
Frank H Young,
J A Thompson,
Leslie W Jordan,
Louis C Dennett.
Henry E Davis,
Harry E Rowe.
N E Tel A Tel Co,
Ruby A Mercer,
Henry M Dorgan,
Harry L Pio,
CS Johnston,

2 26
12 00
1 05
115
11 50
13 61
8 73
45 00
8 8C
2 00
35 00
8 50
5 00
2 00
2 18
25

2 00
2 00
1100

STREET COMMISSIONER'S ROLLS.

Highways.

#1,632

21 27
--

TEACHERS’

1,882 12

tflgh

—

—

WEST ELLSWORTH
DOLLARDTOWN.

Era Harriman, of Prospect, is visiting
cousiD, Persia Header.

her

Mrs. Eliza Staclcpole is visiting her sisNorthampton, Mass.

ter in

Mrs. Agnes Salley, of New York, came
to help care for her mother, Mrs.
Harriet Barron, who is still critically ill.

Sunday

a

ters.

in

has

returned to her home

Bluehill.

good

N. Avery, of Brewer, is calling on
old neighbors.
Willie Carlisle is spendinga few days
with friends in Bluehill.
Isaac

his

#5,165

44

The mayor called attention to surface

drainage on Franklin street, which caused
damage to driveway to James E. Ander-

Mrs. Harold P. Carter has gone to East
Franklin to spend the Fourth.

W. & F. L. AGENTS,
MASON
GENERAL INSURANCE

REAL (STATE DEALERS

Two-atorjr bouse,
lights,

shed and large (table, all connected with
and about 1 acre of land. A bargain on eaiy term*.

ELLSWORTH,

city water and electric
MAI IM C

....

SHIHRtfHtlBfHIHlIt (lUIIIIUMflWOHMiOIOWUttniMHHMMIIKffili^
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. Clarence Smith and infant daughter apent the past week with Mra. Elvira

Young.

THE—

CLARION.

Albert H. Meare and wife, of Lewiston,
are visiting Mrs. Mears’ mother, Mrs.

Whether it’s

Lydia Springer.

nace—If tt is a

School closed in this district June 30
after a successful term taught by Miss Bernice Cline, of Hancock.
Hubbabd.
July 3.

MARINE LIST.

a

range or a, fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

EllswoktH.

Ell ft worth Port.
Ar July 2, sch Lulu W Eppes, Salem
Sid July 5, sch Melissa Trask. Newark,
staves and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Hancock County Porta.
June 80, sch Emily I White,

518 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Ar July 2, sch Samuel Hart
West Sullivan—Ar June 28, sch Lizzie Lee
Sid June 29, sch Charlie A Willie, Boston
Ar July 2, schs Mary B
Wellington, Geor-

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goode sent on approval to responsible parties

^Franklin—Sid
gietta

Southwest Harbor—Ar July 2, sch Nellie
Grant, cargo salt for B H Mayo
Sid July 1, sch Albert J Lutz, (Br) for'Weymouth, N S

BORN.
ANDREWS—At East Sullivan, June 28, to Mr
and Mrs George Andrews, a daughter.
BARTON—At Isle au Haut, June 12, to Mr and
Mrs Alonso F Barton, a daughter.
CALLEY
At North Stonington, June 20, to
Mr and Mrs Elmer W Calley, a daughter.
I Marie Leah].
DUNBAR—At Orland. June 18, to Mr and Mrs
Homer H Dunbar, a son.
FOWLER—At Brooksville, June 27, to Mr and
Mrs Lemuel O Fowler, a daughter. [Stella
Alice.j
GARLAND—At Ellsworth, June 24, to Mr and

property. Mr. Anderson agreed to
Mrs Madisou B Garland, a son.
share part of the expense of putting in
Ralph H. Carter is visiting bis aunt, Mrs. HOOPER—At Sedgwick, June 26, to Mr and
A Stream of Water.
drain to take care of water. Referred to Howard Hooper, at East Hampden.
Mrs William E Hoouer. a daughter. [Nettie
Barbara.]
A high pressure Jet of water will street commissioners.
James W. Carter visited his daughter,
of
aa
a
box
as
man
bowl over a
easily
Alderman Eldridge, for committee to Mrs. Rubie Cunningham, at Bluehill reMARRIED.
matches and leave him half stunned. i whom was referred sewer between Frankcently.
COUSINS—PIERCE-At Brooksville, June 20,
Its
from
a
bullet
path. lin and Hancock streets, with power to act,
It will even turn
M
D
Chatto
esq, Mrs Minnie A Cousins,
is
her
son
by
Mrs. Rowena Carter
visiting
*
|
Bluehill, to Walter E Pierce, of SedgExperiments have shown that a Jet of reported that stone and plank sewer had ! Irvin in Bluehill. Before returning home
a
at
such
high caved in and filled up. The committee had
water can be produced
! she will visit at North Sedgwick.
FOSTER-VARNDM-At Cherry field, June 26,
pressure that It becomes practically a had a twenty-inch tile drain laid, forming
by Rev William Swainson, Miss Geneva L
=====
Foster, of Cherryfleld, to Bernard E Varbar of Iron. Swords have been blunted a connecting link between tile drains
num, of Penobscot.
SCOUTING
SEA
exthese
In attempting to cut through
formerly terminating at Hancock and
FROST-MADDOCKS-At Northeast Harbor,
June 27, by Rev Clarence Emery, Miss Grace
tra high pressure Jets. Some years ago Franklin streets.
B Frost, of Northeast Harbor, to Chester A
A New Field of Effort tor the Boy
an armed thief attempted to bold up a
Matter of appropriations to Greenley
Maddocks, of North Ellsworth.
America.
ot
Scouts
In
high official of the Bank of England
Smith heirs and Dennis C. Reynolds for
HUTCHINGS-BROWN-At
Bangor, June 20.
as a means o(
(or
Sea
boys
scooting
by Rev Charlfs H Cutler, Miss Hallie H
The official man- work on
his private office.
private ways was referred to next arousing greater interest among Amerito Charles G Brown, both of
Hutchings
aged to get out of the room unharmed meeting.
Orland.
cans in the merchant marine is advocated
and locked the door. A resourceful atJOHNSON—YOUNG—At Brewer, June 17. by
RUBBER COATS FOR FIREMEN.
of
A.
A.
the
Rev Willard 8 Pratt. Miss Cora M Johnson
secretary
by
Carey,
strongly
tendant brought the lire hose. He
to Shirley Young, both, of Dedham.
Chief Engineer Goodwin, to whom was Waltham Watch Co., ot Waltham Mass.,
opened the door sufficiently to Insert
Tremont, June 25,
in the Boy Scout KELLAY-SWEENEY-At
In a few minutes the referred matter of obtaining rubber coate and a great enthusiast
by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Ida Kellay, ol
the noasis
intends to take Bay
Tremont, to Leroy Sweeney, of Nicolin.
would be thief was picked up sense- for firemen, to replace tboee worn out, sub- movement. He
mitted three eamplee, price*, |3.85, 93.88 Boouta to tea this summer, and with that M’FARLAltD-8MITH-At Ellsworth, July 8,
less.—Pearson's Weekly.
by Rev PA AJCillam, Miss Adeline McFarand |4. Chief Engineer Goodwin and Aid. aim in view he has bought a Gloucester
land, of Trenton, to Fred P Smith, of Ml
Desert,
90
tons
He
o(
about
smack
gross.
were authorized to purchase twenty
Smith
tUbing
The LImi and the Lamb.
is having this vessel converted into a
six coat* at a price not to exceed ft each.
Ha wma a gentleman of tba old acbool
DIKD.
scout ship. Hr. Carey is
hopeful that
PROTEST AOAIN8T GASOLENE TANE.
—oarer mind Ida wrinkled brawn akin
other men interested in the Boy Scout
ASH—At Corea (Goulds boro), Jane 28, Mri
add wrinkled brown clothan and It
of
J.
protest
Langley preeented
Perry
Sarah Aah.
work will take up ssa scouting. Hs it
was with tba most dlatlntnlahad po- porperty-ownera and raaidenta in the vicidBEEDE
At Surry, June 24, Mrs Mary J
ambitious to have a fleet of scout ships
Beede, aged 74 years.
Utanaaa that ha gars his order to tba lty of High and Dean atreeta againat the
ths
another
the
Atlantic
coast,
along
along
CARTER—At Ellsworth, July 2, Mrs Robert E
botcher man:
gaaolene tank recently erected by the
Carter, aged 78 years, 8 months, 24 days.
Pacific coast.
"Da madam my please to cot her Standard Oil Co. between High street and
Mr. Cany looks upon ssa scoutitk ■» of DAVIS— AACorea (Gould*boro). June 28, Mri
Henry Davis.
two lam' chops fum da Hon, sub."
the railroad. The protestants claimed it
importance to American boys, and be- FOWLER—At Brooksville, July 2, BtelM
The botcher man Jerked a loin from was a menace to their safety, because of the
lieves that if American boys can be
Alice, infant daughter of Lemuel O and
• hook, and hia customer watched him highly inflammable and explosive nature
Alice E Fowler, aged 5 days.
aroosed to an intereat in the sea, there
cot Into It. And a waiting woman said of the gaaolene, and depreciated the value
GORDON—At North Bucksport, June 22, Lor*
will be a greater chance for the developing Gordon, aged m years.
to herself:
of their property.
ment of our merchant marine. Aside
At Sedgwick, June 88, Lawrence L
"Addition forty-eleven to the literaLast year the Standard Oil Co. applied
Gray, aged 1 year, 8 month, 11 days.
from that phase, however, he thinks that
ture of tba lion and the lamb.”—Wash- to the city government for permission to
Castine. June 28, Mrs Me*
his scout ship, called the “Pioneer”, will HITCHCOCK—At
dors F Hitchcock, aged 86 years, 7 months.
erect a gaaolene tank at the aame place.
ington Star.
provide plenty of fun and hopeful train- ROBERTS At the Maine general hospital,
Protest was made and the permission rePortland, June 28, Georgia Hooper, wire oi
ing for the boys.
fused. This yeer the oompany proceeded
Llewellyn Roberts, of Brooksville.
Ha Wasn't Afraid.
Spanking of his ship, Hr. Carey says: SALISBURY—At Franklin, June 26,
of
the
erect
the
without
tank
to
formality
Mary,
Whan Bishop Phillips Brooks was
“Her cabin amidships will contain ninewidow of Beniamin F Salisbury, formerly ol
"commanded.” as the phrase goes, to applying to the city for permission.
Lamoine, aged 75 years.
teen folding canvas berths, of which eighcoma
was
referred
to
matter
The
special
STEVENS—At Brockton, Mass, June 8, Edapeak before the queen some one askteen are to be occupied by boys and one
ward P Stevens, of Brooksville.
ed If he was afraid. "No,” be replied, mittee composed of Aid. Smith, Haddocks by their scout master, Stanley Cady. WANING—At
Dedham, July 4, John 8 Wanand
Eldridge.
ing, aged 84 years, 28 days.
smiling; "I hare preached before my
will be three small patrols of six
There,
APPROPRIATIONS FOR OLD HOME WERE.
mother."
a
so
that
will
man
single
patrol
boys each,
Roy C. Haines, of the Old Home week one of the two boats which will be carried
StAatisawnte,
Net Serious.
committee of the Merchants' association, along on the davits over the side.
"Hasband, I found a lock of hair asked for an appropriation by the city of
When at anchor in suitable places, the
among your old paper*. I newer gars |300 for the Old Home week fund.
boys will have boat practice and boat
It to yon."
The mayor and all the aldermen present gamea,
with swimming, diving, etc.
don't
rememI
"Too needn't irony.
expressed themselves as favoring the Old While at see they will be divided into
OaorleesJourber who did."—LoelBTtUe
Home week plan, or anything of the na- watches and taught as much practical
ture whioh helped to bring people to the sailing and navigation as poaaible. Durcity, thereby benefitting the community ing July and August than will be four
The grand imeattala of bappteaas at
large.
cruises of nearly two weeks each, and the
are something to do, something to lees
Harry E. Rowe also addressed the board cost will be about the same as that of a
and something to hope for.—Chelators. favoring an appropriation.
Cures all blood
all
summer camp.
It was voted to appropriate 9300.
clears
the
be
is
that
boats
will
“It
hoped
^ther
“What is tsith, Johnny?” asked the
for used in the same
Bresnahan asked
Tax-collector
way along the Atlantic
creates an
aids
Sunday school teacher. “Pa says,” an- change in terms of his contract, owing to
Pacific
coast
or
lines; and ths owners of
relieves that tired
swered Johnny, “that it’s reading in the fact
that tax would be committed to him ths ‘Pioneer’ will be glad to give or receive
come
this year more than a month later than
and vim.
papers that the price o’ things has
gives
suggestions which might tend to help the
Get It today In usual liquid form or
down, and expecting to And It true when usual. Referred to finance committee.
work
along.
Adjourned.
chocolated 'ablets called Saraatab*.
the bills come In.
son’s

insured;

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

—

STORE
Manufacturer of

WOMEN

Let

us

mail

you particulars of how
pair of $4.00

to earn a beautiful
shoes. It’s the best proposition ever
offered—and we can prove it.

flay State Hosiery Co.,
Commission fHttrijant*.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leading bouses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.
To Ellsworth

Shippers. SEND US

APPLES
BERRIES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGOS.
Prompt Returns.

Top Market Prices.
AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS..
107*109 So. Market St.. Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market
quotations ou request.

DEAL

WITH

LAWRENCE * CO.
Established 1863

Merchants

Wholesale Commission
OULTRY. EOOS. FRUIT.

PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Market.
Boston. Mass.
Stencils, etc.. furnished on application.

Fanottll Hall

PrcftMional Cam.

A Lie E

H.

SCOT T

SPECIALTY MADE

OP

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL (.'LEXICAL WORK.
Agent of Uw Union Sale Deposit 4 Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., tor iurnuhlng Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (o»er Mcore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

C.

DR.

E.

HOLT,

Dentist,

Bangor, Maine.
OFFICE :
St Hammond St
Office hours

RESIDENCE.

:

28 Fourteenth St.
»to It 18 ;1 tos.

Evenings by appointment

ELECTRICAL SSEo!”*
P«l

—

Hood’s

hair

Vdl

—

361 33
Grand total.

Robert B. Carter and had since lived In
Ellsworth. She became a second mother
to his live children.
How well she performed that duty has been shown in the
.years of her Invalidism by the loving devotion given by them. She was also a
mother to bis two grandchildren left to
her care. One, Mrs. Georgia Pinlcham,
has lovingly cared for her for the past
six years.
She leaves' an aged husband, three
daughters and one son—Mrs. Charles
Smith, of Ellsworth; Mrs. George Smith
and Mrs. Laura Alexander, of Lynn,
Mass., and Everett Carter, of Ellsworth.
NaShe is survived by one brother
thaniel Bowden, of Bluehill, and two sisMrs. Susan Mosley, of Ellsworth,
ters
and Mrs. Julia A. Chatto, of Surry. She
was a member of the Baptist church and
until age and ill health prevented, was a
constant attendant.

Amy Astbury

#378 00
183 33

“It is

Mary A., wile of Robert B. Carter, died
Sunday, July 2, aired seventy-eight years.
She was born in Sorry, eldest child of
In
Nathaniel and Typhenia Bowden.
early life she was a teacher.
Forty-two years ago she was married to

post-card
shower on her eightieth birthday, June
25. She received over titty cards and let-

SALARY ROLL.

Common schools.
school.

OBITUARY
MRS. ROBERT B. CARTER.

Mrs. Isabelle Smith had

41

228 44

Bridges.

EVE R.V BODY!!

T

1 80

•2,721 99

Sidewalks.

COME

1

‘-rr •!

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FIXTURES.
CattaMM *e Wirt., ^ Saffllii OMrt.ll? (Him
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Bstej Building. Bute St..
Ell.worth
AN*

KLIXWOETH

Steam

Laundry and

‘WO

Bath Rooms.

PAT, WO WASHWI."

All kind, of laundry work done nt short notice.
Good. called tor end dellrered.

H. 0. ESTEY *

Istej Building, State

St..

CO.,

ElUwottlt.Me

Sarsaparilla
humors,

eruptions,
ion,

digestion:

feeling,

complexappetite,

vigor

Sixteen ounces of performance to eoery
pound of promise in tke advertisements
sf THE AMERICAN.

COUNTY NEWS.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Hr*. Charlea Allen bn* returned from
Boston.
Work On the cemetery Is progreaaing

rapidly.
Lela Gordon it employed

poatoffice.
Dwight Bremen
for the

hot

at

clerk in the

opend Manor

Practical work will be aimed at.
Cooking, sewing and the economical management ot e home will be among the subjects on whfdtr chief emphasis will be laid.
Mias Davies haa had considerable experience in this work, and inaugurated a similar course in Massachusetts schools.
work.

bonte

season.

Dr. Fred Stevens, ot Millinoctet,

charge ot the new department ol domestic
science, which is to be started next tall.
This will be required lor the upper grammar grades, and elective tor high school

TREMONT.
was

in

Mrs. Page, of Bluehill, is spending a tew
days with her daughter, Mrs. Henry
Marks.

COUNTY NEWS,
WINTER HARBOR.
Grindstone inn opened July 1.
same home from Port-

Alfred Merchant
land Scturday.

Leroy'C. SmalUdge baa gone to Northport lor a lew weeks’ vacation.
Ralph Moore, who has been employed
years In the Waltham watch factory, la spending hia vacation here and at
Prospect Harbor.
severe!

SAVK

ABOUT FIRECRACKERS.

THK

IK

I'Hd Pint by Chinese tor Parpnae of View* ol Charles H. Hill, ot Madl*on, Experienced Woodsman.
Prt|htenlng Devils.
This is ths glorious and particular sealUia IA* Kwlw /*an»al.]
son" St the“year whan lor one whole day
H. Hill, ol Madlaoa, on* of tlH
Charles
from daybreak until midnight Young America owns the country and in observance beat forester* In the State, bavin* had an
ol that tact makes all the noise be can. It experience ot thirty-five yean in the
has been ths time-honored custom to do wood* of northern Main*, in a talk with
this principally with Chinese firecrackers the Lewiston Journal said:
“The spruce of Msine will aU h* (one
which though they hare in a measure been
superseded by those ol American manu- before fifty yean, unless some stringent
regulations are adopted. We are cutting
facture still bold a high place in Vonng
oil our timber lands too fast, and except
America’s heart ol hearts.
It is said that the Chinese are always in- In the case of one or two corporations, this
venting something to break the Christian Is done without the slightest regard for
other civilised
peace ol mind, and there are a good many the laws of forestry. No
chaps, wbo forget country would permit the forosts to be

The local board of health, consisting of
Capt. A. J. Oerrish, R. M. Toney and F. S.
Young, organized Saturday evening. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Stocker and daughter M. Torrey was elected chairman and F. S.
Charles Taylor, brother of Mrs. Roach, Gladys, of Lynn, Msbb., are guests of Mrs. Young secretary.
persons—pessimistic
has returned to Norwalk, Conn.
Leslie J. Rich.
are doing here.
Dr. A. E. Small left Wednesday to at- they were ever snub-nosed, freckle-faced slaughtered as we
“I know that the moment anyone augMrs. Georgia Boardman, of Hoxbury,
Mrs. Jacob Walts and daughter Iva, of tend the annual session of the Mains urchins, with a longing for compressed
Mass., is a guest of Mrs. Otis Hinman.
Southwest Harbor, called on Mrs. C. H. Medical association at Augusta Dr. Small gunpowder—who look upon the Chinese geets that a stop be put to this, it is said
have a right to
attended as a delegate from the Hancock firecracker as the invention of the evil one. that these wild-land ownen
Edgar White, of Boston, is spending a Norwood last week.
As a matter ol fact, the red firecracker is do as they please with their own property.
few days with his sister, Mrs. Boynton.
A pretty wedding took place at the home County Medical society.
a
own
I
house,
this,
if
more definitely
associated with Chinese 1 deny
E.
July 3.
Miss Lillian Gray and Clara Purdy re- of Jacob Kellay and w-ife Sunday, June 25,
religious observances than with Chinese I have no right to set it on fire and
turned to their homes in Orrington Satur- when their eldest daughter, Ida, was marGOTTS ISLAND.
sport. Instead ol being the invention ol thus endanger the property of my nelghried to
Leroy Sweeney, of Nicolin.
day.
John Runkle and wife, of Cambridge, the evil one, in China the firecracker is bon. The public must be considered.
Mrs.*Grace Joy and daughter Euith will The room was prettily decorated with
used mostly for the purpose of “driving When our Maine forests are destroyed our
end flowers. The bride was Mass., hare taken rooms at the Hillside.
occupy the Fred Hridgham house at last green foliage
which, rivers end streams will dry up and cur
About ’40 bushels of herring ran into out devils”, an employment
gowned in white mousseline, with veil and
summer.
essenwater power will be destroyed.
blossoms. Rev. C. W. Robinson Philip Moore’s weir Thursday night—the though it may contain a lew of the
orange
afRev. C. E. Cook wilt preach Sunday
it is useless to say this is not so. 1 have
tials to sport, it is not to be confounded
officiated. The bride is one of our popular beat haul for the season.
Sunternoons and Rev. H. H. Saunderson
with the use that Young America makes ol seen nearly all the streams and rivers in
ladies and a public school teacher.
young
David
of
Colorado
with
Elliot,
Springs,
day evenings through the summer.
tho article on the glorious fourth, in- northern Msine lower in the past twentyThe bride received many pretty presents. his
family,and two friends, are expected
Mrs. Eugene Simpson recently enterdeed, the Chinese boys and girls are not five years, end seen great springs entirely,
The happy couple left at 2.10 p. m. for Bar
n ill
and
Loolcbut
Moore's
to-day.
occupy
tained her sister, Mrs. George Freeman, of I Harbor.
allowed even to touch these implements ol disappear. There is not a river in Maine
for the season.
that has anywhere near as much water as
Cherryfield, and friends, of Cambridge.
religious ware fare.
Era.
July 1.
Miss Mary Spark and two friends—MisEven those wbo are not interested in it bsd fifty years ago. They are all
“The Lodge,” purchased by William
Bowler and Miss Miller—all of Brooklyn,
firecrackers have noticed the little sheets steadily lowering as the forests are swept
NORTH HANCOCK.
Neusome, of Boston, is opened for the
N. Y., arrived Friday to occupy Old Farm of red
Neusome and daughter *
season.
Mrs.
paper pasted on the front of every away, it is useless to deny this, as it is
Merle
Miss Beulah Tracy is visiting
cottage for the season.
have arrived.
package of genuine Canton firecrackers— known to every engineer and scientific
Googins.
Mrs. Lura Babbidge spent Friday night red peach paper, it is called by theChineae. man. What they will be wben our forests
U.
July S.
Harry Rollins, of Bangor, was a week- with her mother, Mrs. Clara Y. Hodgkin, These labels-to use an occidental busi- are all gone can better be imagined than
end guest at David Springer's.
COREA.
who is employed
are
by Mrs. Frank Man- ness term
splasbea with golden described. I do not want to play the part
M. B. Joy, who is employed m Seal Har- chester, of McKinley.
Mr9. Geneva Young is employed at Bai
hieroglyphics. The natural inference is of an alarmist, but it is high time that the
bor, spent Sunday with his family.
Chips.
Harbor.
that these labels relate to the manufac- people of Maine began to consider these
Julyl.
George Laffin has gone to Bar Harbor,
turer; but were you to ask information things.
Mrs. P. C. Logsdon, of Franklin, is visit
SALISBURY COVE.
where he will be employed this sammer.
“A sprue* Ire* grows on* inch each
of a denizen of Chinatown, he would aning friends here.
Mrs. Judith Weston and her daughter, swer you reverently that in that bit of red year, so it is easy to calculate their growth
The many friends of Mrs. Susan StratW. W. Noyes and wife have gone t<
Miss Linnie, of Skowhegan, are guests of
ton are glad to hear that she is convalespaper is the spirit that dwells in all and how to estinut* th* duration of our
Jones port to spend the Fourth.
Mrs. Weston's niece, Mrs. P. H. Young,
eternal things. The Chinaman, when forest. In a dry year they do not make
after
a serious illness.
cing,
Miss Maude and Alma Stewart hav<
Misses Doris Burr and Majorie Liscomb, once you have scaled the barrier of guile- even an inch growth. They hare two
Mrs. Charles Googins went to Franklin
gone to Seal Harbor for the summer. The]
of Bar Harbor, were guests of Miss Lis- less urbanity and almost childish simpli- •livers each year, one in June and one in
her
of
funeral
the
to
attend
Wednesday
are employed at the Seaside inn.
oomb's uncle, Thomas Liscomb, last week. city, is a mystic ol the mystics, and to August. There are three varieties of these
grandmother, Mrs. B. F. Salisbury.
Mrs. Mary Dodge, with daughter Ethel
Mrs. Edward J. Bartlett and her daugh- him that brick-red patch of paper is an trees, as we have the white spruce, timber
Mrs. Adeline DeWitt, of Tracy’s Staof Searsport, has come to spend the sum
of Boston, and Charles Blake eloquent symbol. It is at once a charm and sapling spruce. The hackmatack beter
mer with her daughter, Mrs. Hattie Luf
tion, N. B., and George Gehan and wife, and Doris,
wile, of Portland, are guests of Leon with which to conjure away the evil longs to the same family bat is a distinct
of Brewer, were recent guests of Mrs. W
kin.
spirits and a talisman with which to sum- species. There are but few of these in
L. Smith and wife.
H. Grass.
Mrs. Henry Davis, who has been ill al
mon the favor of his personal and houseMaine, so no account need be taken of
Rev.
Clarence Emery and wife, of
are
to
of
J.
D.
Friends
sorry
Springer
hold gods.
them in discussing forestry.
winter, died Wednesday, June 28. Sht
made a short visit here during
Charleston,
his
serious
illness
at
the
hear
of
hospital
leaves a father and husband, a daughter
And it is red. Therein lies the secret of
“There is still another great danger to
the past week.
Mr. Emery came down to
Red is the color of China. our northern Maine woods. The brown
its efficacy.
aged seventeen, and son, aged six, wh< in Bangor where he has been for some officiate at the
of Chester Madwedding
for
time
treatment.
have the sympathy of the community.
No color, not even the imperial yellow or tail moth and gypsy are marching on. If
docks and Miss Grace Frost, at Northeast
AXON.
July 3.
the royal peacock purple, lies so near to they once get into the big forests their
Mrs. Sarah Ash died June 28. Sh<
Harbor. Miss Alta Emery, of this place,
This de- havoc will be something fearful. The
the heart of the Chinese as red.
leaves
three
daughters—Mrs. Charlei
also attended the wedding.
ATLANTIC.
votion is explained by the«fact that the legislature cannot be too prompt or too
Donnell, Mrs. Clara Shaw and Mrs. Waltei
R.
3.
July
Austin Joyce is at home for his vacation.
peach paper represents to them the Tree vigorous in meeting and combating this
Young; also tthree grandchildren anc
of Life. In associating a mystical mean- threatened danger.
NORTH BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. Myra Merserve and daughters, of
The interment was al
other relatives.
color and symbolizing it as
“We have many elms in northern
South Garham, are visiting here. •
East Sullivan.
Joseph Lorin Gorden died At his home ing with this
Chinese philosopher Maine, but these are confined to th* low8.
July 3.
Miss Rilla Staples and Breta Haskell are in North Buckaport Thursday, aged sixty- the Tree of Life, the
three years. He is a native of Buckaport, is only following a train of thought to its lands. The elm wants the lowest possible
housekeeping at the old homestead.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
logical conclusion. The Tree of Life la ground and will even grow in water. It
Mrs. Washington Rodman and party, of and has lived here the greater part of his
the tree of man, and the red is not only is good timber and valuable.
July 2 will be observed as children's
N. Y., are occupying their cottage life. Some years ago he and his family
Astoria,
universal life.
“O, yes, the birch is fine timber, and of
day at the Methodist church.
moved to Massachusetts, but returned and the color of blood but of
for the season.
It is, therefore, the color of salvation op- this family we have three species. There
Marietta Lowe, of Somerville, Mass., ii
took the farm at North Buckaport. Mr.
Fred Foster, of Rowley, Mass., is spendGordon was twice married. His first wife erating to secure the health of body and is the red heart, the silver birch snd the
spending her vacation with Mrs. H. P.
ing the summer with his parents, Edwin
soul. Red, consequently, is the color of sapling. The red heart makes fine lumHatch.
was Flora Brooks Goodwin. Of this nnion
Joyce and wife.
two
children
survive
Ella Italia the peach paper that the Chinaman tacks ber for hard floors, while the silver variMaud Robbins, who spent the winter
Miss Goldie Staples was in Rockland Holderreid and Loren Adam Gorden. Mr. to the doorposts of his dwelling in order ety is best for sleds and novelties. Our
in Everett, Mass., is spending a few weeks
Thursday to visit her mother, who is there Gorden’s second wife was Mrs. "Annie to guard .against the intrusion of evil. toothpick factories make a big demand for
with her father, J. F. Robbins.
for medical treatment.
this variety.
Stubbs, who survives him. He leaves Red in fact, is used on every joyful occaElder Eaton, of the Latter Day Saints’
“The old-growth pine is fast d snap peerThe Atlantic social club met this week three brothers—Daniel, Stephen and Al- sion—at a marriage, at a feast or at the
at
is
church
holding cottage with Mrs. A. C. Smith. Plans were made
Stonington,
When the new- ing snd but little is left. There are some
and two sisters
Adle and birth of a male child.
bion,
Mary
here
meetings
Sunday evenings.
for a dinner and supper on the Fourth.
Sarah Stephens.
The funeral was held comer is a girl the house is decorated with fine tracts up in tbe Spencer region, but in
Mrs. Hugh Barbour, of Stonington, and
white, which is the symbol of mourning. a very few years they will all be gone. The
Mrs. Blethern, of Bangor, who has spent Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Mabel Putnam, of Thomaston, were
Olris are not considered of much value in worst of tbe mailer is that none will be
two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Whitmore
guests of Mrs. Lynam Stinson Friday.
Chins. Red la the color of the “longevity left for seed. Tbe portable mill is the
at the parsonage, returned home Friday.
EAST FRANKLIN.
candles” with which the devout follower greatest curse that this Stele has ever
Material for the cemetery fence is on the
S.
July 1.
Miss Vevie Ryan, of Unionville, is visitof Confucius propitiates his joss; red is the seen. They cut down
spot. The lot of land on the north side
everything in
ing her aunt, Mrs. W. H. Gordon.
color of the birthday eggs; the giving of, the shape of a tree and leave a desolate
of the cemetery, given by Capt. Jason
REACH.
Lin wood Woodworth and wife, of Bar which is a religious
Greenlaw, has been cleared up and will
ceremony in China, waste.
Lester Gray arrived from Marblehead.
be enclosed by the new fence.
Lots in
Harbor, are the guests of Seth R. Scammon and the eyes of idols are always painted
“Another bad feature of this whole
the cemetery are being cleaned up and put Mass., Wednesday.
and wife.
red. Before this color baa been applied, problem is the fact that much of our wild
in order.
Marion Lowe, of Maynard, Mass., is
W’illiam Welch, the oldest man in town, the idol is but so much common wood or j land is owned by rich men out of the State.
June 29.
H.
visiting relatives here.
had a partial shock while working in his stone; after, such is the power of the These men do not care a rap for Maine or
BAH HARBOR.
Merton Goodrich, of Bingham, is spend- garden one day recently.
paint, the idol is endowed, with all the what becomes of the State.
Postmaster Raymond Joy received no- ing a few days at Levi Knight s.
“They will slaughter a whole forest and
Riverview local union met with the virtue of a god. Red is the color of the
tice from the postoffice department at
Alvin A. Carter and wife, of Rockland
Free Baptist church here Thursday. In Chinaman's visiting card; red is the color then refuse to sell the land even for farmthat
a
of
his
and
of
all his dearest posses ; ing purpose*.
Washington Friday,
postal savings spent the past week with their daughter, spite of the rain there was a good attenpipe
They simply don't care
bank is to be established in the Bar Har- Mrs.
w hat they do or bow much
damage they
dance and a profitable session was held. lions.
Myrtle Lowe.
bor postoffice, July 27.
The banking
The
which
do
method by
the Chinese deto tbe State. Here is where the law
Ralph Torrey is working for Mr. Reed, Rev. H. B. Avery’s talk to the young peobusiness will be carried on in the money of
stroy the malign power ot the evil spirits should be applied, as self-preservation is
Wellesley, Mass., who has a summer ple in the evening was much enjoyed.
is rather interesting.
The ceremory is tbe first law of nature. We have a right
department, and the postmaster will home at Stave island.
B.
July 3.
a
clerk
to
devote
his
attention
designate
always performed on the 24th day of the to legislate for the interest of our own
During a thunder shower recently, a
to the new department.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
12th month, which is called in
the people, snd it should be done. Tbe great
cow owned by Mrs. Myrtle Robbins was
Miss Ruth Davies, of Boston, has been
Mrs. Margaret McPherson and two Chinese calender the “day when the trouble has been that our people have
killed by the lightning.
elected by the school department to take
daughters, Ethel and Sherbio, of Old spirits are seen ont’'. At midnight of the, been so wedded to party that they have
Edith and Carrie Gray, of*Btonington,
Town, returned home to-day, after a 23d day the favorable household gods as- completely overlooked the interests of
were guests of their grandparents, Capt.
Maine. A cheap grafter in the legislaweek’s visit at the home of George Orr and cend to heaven to report upon the conduct
Isaac Gray and wife, last week.
of the family, and they do not return to ture is tbe greatest menace w* have ever
wife.
June 29.
L.
And the cheap grafter with th*
Mrs. T. H. Peters arrived home Satur- earth until Mew Year’s eve, leaving their had.
meanwhile to the tender mercies party Ug is the man who usually gels
day after a week’s visit with Mias T. E. charges
HANCOCK POINT.
of the evil spirits, who in common with there, with the result that we cap get no
Martin, at the Florence, Bar Harbor.
H. D. Foss, of Boston, visited bis per- j
the good deities are supposed to inhabit law that curbs the rich man from doing a*
Mrs. Roselle Billings, of West Franklin,
ents Sunday.
the house at least six months of the year. be pleases. The cheap grafter become*
s visiting her daughter, Mrs. Arno WoosAs the Chinese are afraid of disturbing the lickspittle of tbe wild-land owner*.
Florence Mitchell, of Cberryfleld, is viser.
Scores of Ellsworth Readers Are iting her ennt. Mrs. W. H. Phillips.
their good spirits in attaching the evil This is tbe feast set before us by political
Horace
and
of
Greenwife,
Newingham
ones, they wait until the benign gods have i parties.
David Hale, of Andover, Mass., is visit- !
Learning the Dnty of the
ville, are guests of N. H. Williams and s good start on their celestial Journey be- ; --mooa colors7 u,
1 ben are uo
ing bis grandmother, Mrs. R. W. Hale.
j rife. They made the trip in their auto- fore they open a vigorous campaign let* that flee colon yet:
in the pine, time in'
Kidneys.
Oeorge Haven and wife Monday received no bile.
tgaiast the demons. Long strings of fire- the yellow birch, and two in the red
the sad news of the death of their son AlM.
j July 3.
Three are ahadee, ol
crackers—big cannon crackers—are fee- ; birch.
courte.
bert, in Mexico. Friends sympathize with
tooned from the eaves ot the houses and
Then there ia the juniper, which ia a very
MARLBORO.
them.
[hen the fuse is ignited. The entire line is line wood when aeaaoned.
In fact, it ia
To Alter the blood is the kidneys’ dnty.
The Hancock Point library baa been ; Alonio Harvey has gone to Seel Harbor loon
ablaze, the crackers spluttering, the atrongeat of all our aoft wooda. There
When they fail to do this the kidneys moved from C. A. Penney’s, where it boa ;o work for Mr. Shaw on a yacht.
Izzing and booming; and any misshappen are three kinda of rock maple. The per*
been during the. winter, down to the
are sick.
Dorothy Hodgkina, of Bar Harbor, ii vie- imp of the night that can wriggle through | lect maple ia the male, while the female
chapel.
ting her grandfather, Roland Hodgkina. the cordon of fire is regarded as so clever principle ia emaller and totter. The river
Backache and many kidney ills follow;
that the Chinaman will adopt him as a
S. C. Penney, of Bangor, spent Sunday
Mra. Bertha Havey baa gone to Otter
god. While ths crackers are maple ia wavy and extremely beautiful
Urinary trouble, diabetes.
with hia parents. Mrs. Penney has been -reek to do laundry work for Edith Stan- personal
booming, the Chinese family will add to when tlniehed. It ia even finer than the
Doan's Kidney Pills core them ail.
the cacophonous celebration by beating
with Mrs. Dutton the past week, but re- leybirdaeye, aa it takea aplendid poiiah and
tongs, drums and cymbals; and after the
Ellsworth people endorse our claim.
turned to Bangor Sunday.
Eben Kingman went to Eaatbrook laat evil spirits are vanquished, balls of :ta wavy tinea are aa fine aa anything in
E.
July 3.
Mrs. George W. Day, Bayside Road,
Saturday and returned Monday. He waa colored lire are shot into the sky, a mee- the ehape of wood.
“The United State* government ia now
Ellsworth, Me., says: “1 had many
icoomnanied by hia grandaon, Melvin Wil- ■age to the absent household gods to inform them that they have a sole claim to
FRANKLIN
HOAD.
bur. Hia aiater, Mra. Mary Dynr, it very
ixperimenting tor wood auitabte to make
symptoms of kidney trouble. My back
the house for the next six months.
Mrs. F. 8. Graves hot gone to Hanoock
lead pencil*, aa we are running abort of
ached most of the time, and every sadden
As an illustration of the radical differABB.
July S.
ence
between two oriental nations, the cedar. Baaa wood ia fairly good for the
movement caused sharp twinge* to dart Point for the summer.
red peach paper Is unknown in Japan.
purpoat but not the equal of cedar. Thia
Mrs. Tripp, of Dsmoins, is visiting her
through my body. I could not rest well,
The Japanese do not believe that evil spirWEST FRAN KLIN.
as no position I assumed waa comfortable,
sister, Mrs. Calvin Hutchins.
its fear red paper, spitting firecrackers or latter wood grow* faat, however, and if
John Coombe ha a gone to Bar Harbor.
and in the morning I aroae tired and unshrieking bombs; butthey believe that the properly protected by law, would prove a
F. 8. Graves and son Charles ore home
Millard Bpringer and family are eoon to malign spirits shrink before ths unfolded ■olutlon of the problem.
retreated. Though I used remedies of va- from Bangor, to remain until after the
Why ian’t it
beauty of the lotos and the glory of the quite ea important to
move to Connecticut.
rious kinds, I received only temporary re- Fourth.
protect our native
chrysanthemum. The Japanese are poeti- trace tor
the
benefit
of
and
Doan’s
Pills
were
cal
as
es
Maine
when
well
and iu fuA twelve-pound boy waa born to Mr.
Kidney
mystical, whereas, the
lief,
Miss Bernice Cline and Mias Santa Mulmoon-eyed gentlemen of the middle king- ture generation* aa it ia to protect wild
brought to my attention, I did not have len have finished their schools in 1st- and Mra. Claude Clark July 1.
dom it a stoic in hie symbolism.
The animala for the benefit
in
1
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PHU8PECT HAKBOIl.
Mia* Bernice Over bea gono to Bar
liarbor for the aummer.
la

Mre. Joenna Wakefield, ol Bar
Harbor
viaiting her eon, F. L. Wakefield.

Dr. J. A. Sewell, of Denver, Col., ia
visiting hie daughter, Mre. Tbomea Van New.
Lawrence O. Pike hae gone to
Winter
Harbor tor the aummer, to be mail iierk
on the Scboodic.

Ralph Moore and wile, ol Waltham,
Maaa., arrived Sunday at W. H. Mocnb
for their annual vacation.

Vida Cleavea ha* returned from
the hae been with her filter, Mr*. Elite bath Storra.

Mi**

Boeton, where

Rev. C. E. Bronaon, of Philadelphia, has
taken E. C. Cole'a bout* for th* summer.
He arrived with hie family Saturday.
Norman Shaw, a atudent at 11 igglna
claaateal laatltuta, la apendimr «
week* at home before going to Bar Harbor
for th* rammer.
Wtnnetka council, D. of P., elected
ofllcer* at it* teat meeting, end cclebratedthe birthday of one of its officers,
Peel Prophet**. Mary A. Williams, who
waa Ibe recipient of many favors
Amour
the preaent* waa ■ cake from the council,
July 3.
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SURRY.
An interesting
given
by the Morgan's Bay school in the hall at
Rich s corner, Saturday evening, June 17.
The program:
entertainment

was

Ode of Welcome...School
Prayer.Rev E L Sawyer
Recitation ..Grace Carter

Recitation...F'orence Morgan
Dialogue, Lcnna'i Dream
Recitation —..*.George Black

Song.......Florence Morgan
.Merrill Carter
Recitation.
Dialogue. Out Boy
Recitation. ...Ethel Morgan
..

Song..Juliet Candagc
Dialogue. A Slight Misunderstanding
Recitation.Mary Tomer
Recitation.Walter Black
Lena Sperry
Song.
Dialogue. Our Motbera* Aid Society
Recitation.Marion Carter
Recitation.Eldora Carter
Dta.ogur, The Model Claaa
Song.Ethel Morgan
Cane drill

Recitation.Juliet Candagc
Recitation.Harland Carter
Re it lout.Merman Carter
DU.v k ’- The Train to Mauro
Song. Vacation Time
He.-.: vt. ..Velma Emerton
Coifvtion f.-r benefit of achool
Hdfcark*
.Supt EL Sawyer

The p- „'ram

carried out aplendidiy,
thanks was
esicii.fi to
Miss Lena
8perr>, fo» the untiring efforts put forth
by ar i*i precis ring and presenting the
program in »uch an excellent manuer.
A *ale of cake and ice-cream followed,
and a sotiit hour was enjoyed by all. The
recvi
of the evening were f9.
Miss
Sperry expresses her thanks for the hearty
co-op*ration of all.
June .'7.
Spec.
after

*
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was

rising vote of
the teacher,

The North Bend school, taught by Klla
M. Jar via closed June 17. Those perfect
in at:eadanee

Manoel Gaapar, Manl.>rd Gasper, AJmon Smith, Carl Gaapar,
Newton Clark, Pbilena Caspar and Ruth
were

Caspar.

Thursday evening,

June 29, about thirty
neighbors and friends met at the home of
Mrs. E. E. Swett to spend the evening
*ith her father and mother, Capt. C. C.

Johnson,

and

wife,

who

are

soon

to

move

t*ck to their old home in Machiasport,
after living in Surry about twelve years.
They have made many friends while here,
who are
sorry to have them go away.
July i.
Spec.
NORTH CASTINE.
Medor» F., wile of David Hitchcock,
died Tuesday, Jane 87, at the age ot fltty,lx yean. She waa a native ot
Caatine, and
lived there all her life, with the exception
ol a few
yeara which were apent in Ella*ortu. Alwaya cheerful, kindly and
patieot, throughout many yeara ot euflerittK, she will be miaaed by all who knew
her. She leavee a mother and a husband.
The funeral services waa held at the home
Thursday morning at 10 o’clock, Rev. O.
&< Lowell

officiating.

A story runs that on a certain day two
men, one ot them very deal, waa walking
hy the railway. Suddenly an express train
rushed by, and as It passed, the engine
omitted a shriek that seemed to rend the
Very sky. The bearing man’s ears were
*ell nigh split, but the deal man struck
«n ecstatic
attitude. Then, turning to hia
•uttering friend, he said, with a pleasant
smile: “That’s the lint robin I’ve heard
this spring!”
Honest Medicines Teraus Fakes
President Talt’s recent meaaage suggesting
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.H.snicudnit'nt
10
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and liruirs
Medicines,
anch standard medicines as
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t|^os^uedicinal
ne medical
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to counteract,
For over
ror
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,,_w
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of the throat, chest and lungs
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preparation, of Tu kind. Foley kidney Pills
y effective and meritorious. Sold
“J sll druggists.
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that wMl be halpfnl to them in the every
day practice of agriculture.
The college of agriculture ie not limiting
lti effort*, however, to the Mining if itsdents alone. It nal.'tee the great Held of
opportunity open to it in serving the
farmers of Maine. In order that this service might be rendered in the most effective manner an extension department was
established several years ago. It is the
function of this department to direct the
external or extension teaching of the col-

AGRICULTURE.

OWN

[Dr.

L. 8. Merrill, Dean of the College of Agriculture. U. of M., in Portland, Press.]

The D. and 8. railroad had decided
to eliminate a ten mile curve on lta
Una by a croas cut of half the dlstanee. The curve had been made to
reach a boom town which had later
been Are swept and then abandoned.
The Widow Carter, relict of a farmer,
lived on the line of the rejected cutoff. It muat run between two lakes
an her farm, and the Isthmus was only
seventy feet wide.
There was not a doubt on the part
of the railroad people that the widow
would sell the right of way for 1100
or so.
One day a company lawyer
paid her a call. He was a man of
fifty, about the widow's age, and the
two bad not talked ten minutes before
It developed that they used to go to
school together as children. When It
came to speaking of the right of way
the lawyer treated It as a trilling mat-7
ter. All other landowners on the line
had granted It for nothing, but In Mrs.
Carter’s case they would pay 1100 If
she would bind herself to keep quiet
about It
"I won't say either yea or no today,”
she replied.
“There's something 1
want to remember about our school
days—some Incident of Importance that
you were connected with. I guess 1
can think It up tonight, and you can
come back tomorrow."
The lawyer departed, thinking the
widow a bit odd In her ways, and he
was back In due time next day.
“Look here. Sam Darts," said Mrs.
Carter as they were seated. “I was
party sure there was some Incident,
Too know
and It has come to me.
there was a hill back of the schoolhouse at Wharton 7'
“Yes."

lege.

A tow days ago the writer naked a prominent business man to name the moet important industry in the world. He unhesitatingly replied agriculture. This
opinion we are quite sure ia shared by our
leading business men and farmers, and is
one of the very hopeful things concerning agriculture to-day, tor it shows an appreciation of its importance in relation to
other industries. The great problem of
adequate food supply for the whole world
is involved In the problems of agriculture.
Maine is greatly concerned in the solution of her agricultural problems, and
when we consider the opportunities she
has .for development along agricultural
lines we can well understand why this is

No other feature of agricultural college
work has developed so rapidly as this durng recent years. Six years ago only two
colleges were engaged in extension work,
whilb to-day there are well organized extension departments in thirty-live of the
agricultural colleges of the oountry.
During 1910 more than four hundred
thousand dollars was appropriated by the
different states for this work alone, requiring the continuous employment of
something over a hundred men. The
amount of money annually appropriated
by different states varies from one to fifty
thousand dollars and the number of men
employed from one to twenty.
While the Maine college of agriculture
so.
baa necessarily, on account of lack of
She has approximately eighteen milbeen limited in its extension work,
lion acres of land surface. Of this amount funds,
it is assisting each year a steadily increasabout one-third, or six million t*o hunnumber of Maine farmers. It may be
dred and ninety thousand acres are in- ing
to enumerate some of the ways
cluded among farm lands, while more interesting
in which the college is prepared to help
than one-half her total land area is in
the farmers of our State.
wilderness state. The farm lands conLecture courses
and demonstrations
tain two million three hundred fifty
I given before granges, farmers’ clubs,
thousand acres improved land of which
agricultural societies in different sections
only about one million six hundred | of
Maine, and participated in by all mem*
thousand acres are devoted to crops of all
bers of the agricultural faculty enabled
kinds.
the college to reach 15,000 people during
These figures emphasize the possibility
1910. Several hundred farmers and far* ;
of agricultural development so far as farm
mers’ wives are annually enrolled as
j
areas are concerned, and while we are
students in the correspondence courses !
astonished at the extent of the opportucovering every line of
Co-opera- |
nity they open up to us, we must certainly tive demonstrations farming.
in the growing of
appreciate the fact that the great struggle
corn, oats, and alfalfa are being carried on
at the present time is not to secure more
the present year with more than two hunacres, but to make more efficient the acres
dred people.
we already have.
Advice by mail is given to thousands of
With her millions of people, New EngMaine farmers each year, and a farmer's
land furnishes a market for farm products
week attended by four or five hundred
not surpassed by any other section of our
people is held annually at Orono.
country. If New England people are to be
MARKETING FARM PRODUCTS.
fed from New England farms then there
Ana we usea 10 suae aowu ou ■■cue
must be an increase in production from
The profitable marketing of farm proand boards at recess and after school?”
ducts has thus far received but very little
these farms of more than 300 per cent.
"So we did.”
Concentration of population is going on consideration upon the part of any one.
“One noon 70a asked ms to ride on
It is deserving, however, of careful insteadily. The capacity of the farms will be
your sled. Halfway down the hill It taxed to a
greater degree than formerly. vestigation for the economic distribution
upset, and 1 lost a big cad of gam 1 New
be
problems will
constantly of food products bears not only an imwas chewing.”
arising requiring the greatest watchful- portant relation to profitable farming but
The lawyer laughed and slapped his
ness the closest study, and the keenest of also to the cost of living.
leg. bnt the widow bad a very serious business insight to solve. The great cry
In the opinion of the writer the whole
face as she went on:
tor efficiency will increase in volume. Its matter of the investigation of markets,
"And so your old railroad has got need is
everywhere felt and especially so their needs and requirements, as well as
to pay me a thousand dollars for the
the best methods to be pursued in the disupon the farm.
to
even
I’m
of
get
going
way.
right
Never has a time been more opportune tribution of farm products is not a subject
for that lost gum."
than the present for organizing a cam- with which the college is best fitted to
"A hundred dollars Is a big price,
paign for agricultural development; a cope. It could better be referred or delemake
no
that
land
It’s
you
widow.
campaign that will educate, organize and gated to a department of the State. The
nse of."
advertise.
special function of the college is to carry
EDUCATION.
“Bat I may decide to make use of
on educational work both at the college
a
for
Education has been placed first because and among the people and this it is esIt No; the railroad can have It
it is unquestionably of first importance. pecially fitted to do.
thousand dollars, but not a cent less."
The fact remains, however, that the
"It can condemn the land under the Agricultural tducation is coming to be
law. you understand, and In that case generally recognized ss a necessary ad- question of marketing facilities and ecoIt would get It for f 10.”
junct to a young man's training in order nomic distribution is an exceptionally imthat be may be prepared to engage in portant one and deserves an early solu“Well, let ’em go ahead."
The railroad company didn’t care to farming successfully. Farming is some- tion.
Statistics given by B. F. Yoakum, chairgo ahead until It bad exhausted other thing more than mere plowing, and milkIt would raise Its figures, and ing, and picking rocks. It is a business man of the executive committee of the
means.
It would send other lawyers to her. that requires definite knowledge of the Frisco and Allied railroad lines, in an arMeanwhile the widow consulted a law- principles involved, sound judgment in ticle recently published, are startling in
their application, and keen business per- their merciless
wasteful
analysis of
yer In the village. He was a one horae
in the organization of the farm methods of food distribution. As they are
lawyer, bat be was posted on the tblng ception
and the marketing of farm products.
strictly to the point we Include them in
■he wanted most to know. In certain
Practical farming does not necessarily this article.
states a railroad cannot secure the
mean the ordinary practice of farming but
Mr. Yoakum states that a careful invesright of way through a dwelling bouse
it does mean successful farming. If the tigation shows that during the past year
by condemnation proceedings. If the
problems of farming are to be met and the farmers received and the consumers of
owner asks an exorbitant figure the
with successfully, if farming is to New York city paid for the following arvalue Is to be set by three adjacent coped
be made attractive to the young, if it is to ticles of food approximately the amounts
This law applied In the
landowners.
be firmly established in their minds as a shown below:
widow’s case, or soon would. She at
desirable and profitable business in which
Paid by
Rec’d by
once ordered lumber to build a shanty
to engage, then the importance of agriculFarmer.
Consumer.
on that Isthmus, and within a week
tural education must be realized. Agri- Eggs. * 7,000,000 $ 28,000,000
she was living In it.
1.800.000
cultural education is fundamental in any Cabbage.
another
The railroad sent on
lawyer, campaign for the promotion of agricul- Onions.
800,000
8,000,000
Milk.
22,000,000
18,000,000
who offered J200 for the right of way. ture. It has thus far been the basis of all
000
Potatoes.
8,100
Mrs. Carter was firm. Then another agricultural progress and will so
pontinue Meat and poultry. 219,000,000
lawyer and *400. Mrs. Carter waa through all the years.
269,000,000
114,000,000
firmer.
The|need of an agricultural education of
After deducting the frieght charges the
Railroads often seize by force wbat farmtboys is a growing one and its impordivided
by the distributers
they covet and then fight It out In tance^’ill be recognized more and more by j profits
The idea was to do It In this our Maine farmers. That it is already be- amounted to over a hundred and forty
court
Mrs. Curter borrowed every shot
case.
ing so recognized, the rapidly increasing million dollars. It requires no additional
gun for a mile around and was ready number of students in the Maine College argument as to the actual need of cofor battle. She actually tired n charge of Agriculture demonstrates.
operation in the marketing of farm proWhile the|opportunity for graduates in ducts. The farmers of the future must asof bird shot that entered the legs of
three trespassers and sent them howl- agriculture to engage in investigation or sume greater responsibility over and coning. Then the railroad people got a instructional work is greater than ever trol of the distribution of the products
minister from the village to go down before, more and more of them are going grown on the farm.
He saved back to the farm either as owners or as
ADVERTISING.
and talk with the widow.
his breath, even If he didn't earn his managers|for other people.
The markets of the world have never
of
the
is
both
intersituation
Tbis|phase
money. The moment she understood
been overcrowded with first quality proesting|and important. Just so long as the ducts. There is always room at the top.
his errand she said.
in
of
colextension
agricultural teaching
"Now, parson, you don’t want to bntt
Quality products marketed in an attractive
leges and schools; of research by experi- planner is the best advertising a farmer
Your business Is to preach
Into this.
the
of
ment
stations;
investigation by
of goodness and heaven and angels
can do.
United States department of agriculture is
Other means of advertising farm prodMine Is to beat the railroad. You go
so
and
long ucts should
boupds, just
undoubtedly be adopted.
right back home and leave me to run growing by leaps
will there be an ever-increasing demand
things here."
Displays of quality products should alfor
the graduates of agricultural colleges,
Tnen tne rauroau unemi ww.
ways be made at fairs, and exhibitions of
and yet it is exceedingly fortunate and all kinds.
Such displays, if possible,
“Just tin 1 f my figure!" was the woof
such
a
that
large percentage
significant
should be made in the form and manner
man’s reply.
in
the
actual
to
engage
graduates prefer
in which the product is to be marketed.
Then they called tor a commission of
practice of agriculture.
The marketing of farm product is althree to view and value. They were
offers
students
the
college
For.resident
most a business by itself and requires
three farmers and were good friends
domestic
courses
in
agriculture,
four.year
careful study on the part of our farmers.
ef Mrs. Carter. They put the value at
science,*and forestry, leading to the degree The time is ripe for a getting together of
12,000. One of their reasons was that of bachelor of
courses
in
two
year
science;
all people interested in agriculture.
the pasalng of trains would make the
agriculture and domestic science; a one
Will we do it?
fish In the two lakes very nervous.
in
teacher’s
course
and
agriculture;
year
Another was that the whistles of the short winter courses in
dairying, general
locomotives would prevent the widow
Anxicu9 old lady—I say, my good man,
agriculture, horticulture, and poultry
is this boat going up or down? Deckhand
from bearing her clock strike and
Each
of
courses serves
tbele
husbandry.
might set her rooster? to crowing an a special purpose. The two years’ course ! —Well, she’s a leaky old tub, mum, so I
it she was going down.
hour ahead of time.
in agriculture is especially designed to shouldn’t wonder
But then, again, her b’ilers aint none too
When the award was made known train
young men who wish to become
the railroad company wanted to set- practical farmers, farm superintendents, good, so she might go up.
tle for *1.500.
Said the lovely girl: “Physical culture,
dairymen, poultrymen, or gardeners, and
“1 don't want but a thousand,” said who cannot devote time to high school or pa, is perfectly tine. To develop the armci,
the widow. “Thnt has been my Agger college training.
I grasp this rod by one end and move it
However. 1 want Sam
right along.
slowly from right to left.'* “Well, well!
EXTENSION WORK.
exclaimed her father, “what won’t science
Andrews to bring the money and 'ell
to farmers
winter
courses
short
The
discover? If that rod had some broomme he’s mighty sorry about thnt gum.
who can absent themselves from home
corn ou the other end of it you’d be sweepand If It was to do over ng'!n he’d help
courses
a
short
time
for
practical
only
all day.”
me to find the cud If It took
ing.
And Lawyer Andrews appeared and
ARE CURABLE
KIDNEY
DISEASES
laid d iwn the yellow backs and made under certain conditions. The right medi- THOSE WHO TAKE FOLEY KIDNEY
PILLS
the hi ndsomest kind of an apology, cine must be taken before the disease has progressed too far. Mr. Perry A. Pitman. Dale, For their kidney and bladder ailments and
and a month later the railroad was Tex.,
aays: "I was down in bed for four for annoying urinary irregularities are always
using the short cut and the engines months with kidney and bladder trouble and grateful both for the quick and permanent regall stones. One bottle of Foley’s Kidney lief they afford and for their tonic and
were tooting*-at Mrs Carter as she
Remedy cured me well and sound.,T Ask for it. strengthening effect as well. Try Foley KidFor sale by all druggists.
ney Fills. For sale by all druggists.
stood In her door.
—
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A Jake mi the Artiste.
Soma year* ago there was a colony at
artiste painting in a Mains Tillage
soma twenty miles from Proofs Hock.

G

All were enthusiastic admireca of
Winslow Homer, and all, haring had a
go at the painting of rocks and asa and
realising ^ow difficult was the task,
bethought them of Homer, only twenty
miles away.' How refreshing it would
be to hare a glimpse of the man’s
work in his studio! Fully aware that
it was pot his custom to admit strangers, they rentured upon the pilgrimage to that shrine. They counted on
hlr waiving the rule where it concerned a group that contained at least
one full fledged national academician
and several associates of that august
'body. They ail went to Scarborough
(Front*s Neck), put up at the hotel and
sent him a Joint note, signing their
names and begging that be would receive them. When the messenger returned they read with dismay that
Winslow Homer presented his compliments and begged io be excused from
receiving “art students.'* The Joke was
so good that the story was given out
in artistic circles.—Arthur Hoe bar in
World's Work.
Mock Sunt.
Mock tans are similar in point of
origin to the mirages of the desert
only they occur In the arctic circle.
As the long winter night of the polar
-very twenty-four
hours a slight glow is seen at some
on
the
horizon.
Often accompapoint
nying this glow is seen the phenomeSeveral denon of the mock suns.
grees up in the heavens as many as
five of these spectral orbs have been
seen at one time.
Invariably they are
all connected in a geometric figure,
the suns seemingly bound together
with circles and arcs of light Often
when only one appears it is mistaken
for the real god of day, and natives
rejoice at the early end of the long
winter night only to be disappointed
The explaas the image disappears.
nation of the phenomenon is given by
physicists as refraction and reflection
of light from the real sun below the
horizon on the mists in the upper atmosphere.—St Louis Republic.

region

wanes once

A Remarkable 8hawl.
The empress of Russia was once presented with a shawl of a remarkable
kind. It is contained in a box only a
few Inches square, in which it fits easily, yet when it is shaken out it is ten
yards square. This notable gift was
the work of some women weavers in
Orenberg, southern Russia, by whom It
was presented. The box containing it
is of wood, with hinges, hoops and
fastenings of beaten silver.

Every W-nan
trouble—with

in

heatu

T,

backache, nerves on edge, pe*
spirits and unreasonable fatigue—
can find help for her whole system in

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
Snbncribe for Th* American
legal Motto*.
subscriber hereby fires notice thst
he bM been duly Appointed adminis-

THE
trstor of the estate of

LUMAN WARREN, late of BUCKS PORT,
in the ooanty of Hanooek, deoeased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
haring demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imTnsooonn H. Suits.
mediately.
Buck sport, June 15» 1911.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
MARY A. HAYWARD, or AMANDA HAYWARD. late of BUCKSPORT,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the esdesired
to
tate
of
said deceased are
the same for settlement, and all lnebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Lynn H. Haywabd.
Bucksport. June 15,1911.

THE
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Banking.

6%

1. what your money will
lure.ted in share, of the

earn

11

Qlnorti Loan and Building Ass’l
A NEW SERIES
1*

now

open.

Sham, SI each: monthly pop
merits, SI per than.

WHT PAT RENT
when you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a lint mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and interest together

trill amount to but little more
you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten yean you
than

will

OWN TOUR OWN ROME.
particulan Inquire of
O. W. TarLBY, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kara. President.
For

Trapped.
"I saw the cotest thing today,” be"It was a
gan Miss Passay coyly.
painting of the—er—what is the name
of that little god that represents mat-

ftailtoatiB anti Steamboats

Easton Steamsbip Goffluanr

rimony?”
“Well, now,” said Mr. Tlmmld,
"you’ve got me.”
"Oh, Mr. Tlmmld, this Is so sudden!”
—Catholic Standard and Times.

$4.75
OneWay. $8.50 Round Trip

Bar Harbor and Boston

Foroe of Habit.
A burglar went home one night, fumbled noiselessly at the keyhole and let
himself In without making a sound.
He was about to creep softly upstairs
when his wife appeared on the upper
landing. "Dan,” said she, "wot makes
“Blame It,”
ye come In so quiet?”
bellowed the burglar, “I thought I .was
In another bouse!”

Bluehill 'and Boston $4.50 One
Way. $8.00 Round Trip.
Steamer .1 T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2.30
p m, dally, except Sunday for Seal Harbor*
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonington. North Haven and Bockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehill 1.00 pm,
dally, except Sunday, for South Bluehill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South
Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

The Puzzling Point.
Teacher—And did you make out a
list of the nine greatest men in the
history of the world, as I told you?
Willie—Almost I can't pick out the
best catcher, though, to save my neck.

RETURNING
Turbine Steel

Steamships Belfast and
Camden.

—Puck.

Leave Boston 5 p m,
Rockland.

A Taste of It
Missionary—And do you know nothing whatever of religion? CannibalWell, we got a taste of It when the
last
missionary was here.—Toledo

Leave Rockland 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehill ana Intermediate land-

ings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
▲

Blade._

Maine
Central

daily, except Sunday, for

M. Herrick,

Agent, Bluehill.

Schedule In Effect June 26, 1911.
Sundays

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A M

*1 201
1 30
8 50
1 40
9 05
2 00
9 25
3 00,
6 10 10 50
10 30
6 35 10 40

Manset.de
Southwest Harbor.
Northeast Harbor.
Seal Harbor.
Bar Harbor.de
Sorrento
Hancock Point.
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.

Waukeag.

Hancock..•
Franklin Road.A.
Washington Junction.
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake.
Holden.
Brewer Junction.
•.

Bangor..

A M
8 45

11
7 00 11
7 07 11
7 15 fil
f7 22
12
7 30
7 37 12
7 42 f12
f7 55 f12
8 04 tl2
f8 11 t12
8 18 fl
1
8 38
8 4ft 1

I

05!.]

45! d3 40
52' 8 47
55
15
22
27
40
49
57

4 11

05

24
30

P M I P M 1
*7 20
2
7 30
2 40
2 50
8 00
3 10
9 00
*3 30i
4 00
J4 40

30!

4 35!
5 00 9 50
5 07; 9 57
5 10
5 19;.

05
6 12
15
6 25

6

f5». 11 00
5 851 10 21 11
5 40
11
6 001. til
6 08'. 11
f6 16
til
6 24
11
6 44
.j 12
6 50 *11 26! 12

..

6

07
12
26
84

41
48
08

15

10 00
39 10 07
47 10 12
00 tlO 25
08 10 34
15 tlO 41
21 10 48

+8 32

*8
6
t7
t7
t7
t7
7
7

11 08
11 15

40

A M

P M
5 55
9 05
5 35

8 46
12 50 8 45 4 50 12 20
3 25
Portland..
3 40
t7 00
5 15 7 00 8 80
6 45
Boston..
°7 40
New York.ar
•I
0
Except
f Stops on signal to conductor. * Daily Sundays included. d Except Saturday.
Sunday morning, t Mondays only.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
p

A M

M

New York. ••••lv
Boston
Portland.lv

kio
•1

oo
20

Bangor.lv

*6

50 *6

10 00
•1 20

Waukeag.
Mt Desert Ferry.ar

Sullivan
Hancock Point
Sorrento
Bar Harbor.ar
Seal Uarbor.
Northeast Harbor
Southwest Harbor.
Manset.
*

Daily Sundays included.

to conductor.

j
10! 10

6

16 10

6

36

11

J8 42 tSt

50 11
7 00 fll
7 12 11
7 18| 11
7 25 11
6

*6 55

12

12
12

*7 is;
*7 25'
:7 50
!8 15!
J8 25
+oI 101

8

11

12
12 45 .1.
1 10 /12 05
5 15
5 26
7 10
1 20.
2 00 *12 40 5 40
7 40
.1 *1 30 6 25 1 8 30
8 50
*1 50: 6 40
*2 00j
6 50
9 00
2 05|
6 55! ..9 05

»»

*8 50

*9 05
*9 15
*9 28j

Sundays excepted.

00|

10 00
05 12 45
I A M
PMjPM
85 alO 15, 3 30: 5 06
5 13
41.
5 35
00
07. t5 42
50
16.j 15 00
t6
25!.
6 12
88.
43! 11 16 4 26 6 18
4 36 t« 24
52
02 .: t6 32
ii.! te 40
6 43
4 53
14 all 45
6 50
5 00
20 *11 55
a6 20

A M

Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth....
Washington Junction.
Franklin Road.
Hancock

i8 001

.am

a

Mondays excepted,

A.*>

9 00
12 501

401

8 CO
8 07
8 27
r« 161 t8 34
8 42
|6 24
f6 32 8 51
6 44
9 05
6 49
9 11
t6 55 |9 18
t7 08' 9 26
t7 11 9 85
9 38
7 14
9 45
7 20

t Stop

5

5 46
6 06

10 00
7 40' 10 10
8 10 10 45
9 00
9 20
9
9 35!.

30j.

on

H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President A General Manager.
PORTLAND, ME.

signal

—

I Burn to Sam Hot fey aa

Utagal Procaadiag

By R. Forsythe Emery
Oopyrlfht

I

am

an

by American Mas
ciatlpn, 1911.

attorney.

One

summer

evening—I was twenty-seven yearn old
at the time—while It was still daylight
1 was sauntering on a thoroughfare
Used with dwellings. Passing under a
window situated but a few feet above
my head I beard a woman's voice promy name in a tone almost InI stopped and looked up.
audible.
From between the slats came the
nounce

words:
“I want a lawyer.”
All being dark within, I could see

nothing.
“How do you .know that I am a lawyer?” 1 asked. “How enn I serve you?’
There was no reply. 1 listened, but
could hear nothing more. There was
but one interpretation. Some one must
have entered the room whose presence
1
an end to the conversation.
waited a few moments; then, thinking
that my lurking there under the window might compromise my invisible i
client, I walked on.
The next evening and the next for
several days I strolled by the house at
the same hour and even loitered a few
moments under the window, but not a
whisper came from behind the blinds.
I formed many theories as to wbat
It was evident that
had occurred.
some one—the voice seemed to belong
to a young woman—was detained unwillingly. But why? To this there
There
were many possible answers.
was one that caused me to doubt the
expediency of pursuing the matter any
further. The person might be feeble
minded—perhaps insane. If this were
true I would make a mistake, doing
great Injury to my client as well as
myself, by an interference.
1 am a methodical man and determined to begin methodically at the beginning. I must learn from the outside who occupied the house, then
something about the occupants. I
hired a boy to watch the premises at
that hour in the morning when tradesmen deliver provisions, note the names
on the wagons calling and make a list
of them. In this way I easily secured !
several firm names, one of a grocer of
whom I bought my own supplies, and
he gave me the name of the person to
whom he sent goods at the premises
It was Miss Elizabeth
in question.
Markley, a rich lady about fifty years
old.
My next move was to obtain permission of the grocer to go on his wagon
and deliver goods myself. Putting on
old clothes, I did so, took a basket of
provisions into the kitchen and by
chatting with the cook learned that
the occupants were Miss Markley and
her niece, Miss Irene Benbam, a girl
between seventeen and eighteen. This
was all the information I could secure,
but it was enough for a beginning. If
Miss Markley was rich I might be able
to find something through records of
her property—that is, if it were real
estate.
I went to the offices of the
receiver of taxes, but the name Elizabeth Markley was not on his list. It
occurred to me to look tor the name
of Benbam, and I found "the estate
of Adonlram Benbam. deceased.” Here
If Irene Benbam was
was a pointer.
heir to this property it was possible
that her aunt was holding her a prisoner while she was attempting to get
her estate into her own hands. At the
court of chancery I was shown the
will of Adonlram Ben ham, and the
Irene Benham was
case was plain.
heir to property worth about half a
million.
If Miss Markley were wicked enough
to fulfill the theory I had formed of
her it would be necessary to fight her
with fire. I dare not make any open
move whatever lest she should remove
her niece to some hiding place where
I must get
she could not be found.
Into clandestine communication with
Miss Benham.
I bought a book suitable for a present to a young lady, prettily illustrated. and sent it to her through the mall,
I sent no note of explanation with it
nor wrote anything on the flyleaf, but
the book Itself contained a communication.
By a delicate underscoring of
words I informed her who I was, my
address, bow she could reach me, what
I had learned about her and my suspicion. I was doubtful of the success
of this maneuver, for If her aunt were
watching her she would examine the
book closely before allowing her niece
to have it. For this reason I did not
begin my message before the fifteenth
page and made my interlineations so
faint that no one except one reading
the book would notice them.
I waited a week for a result to my
expedient. When it came I was sure
no ordinary message could leave the
Markley home without being carefully
Inspected. The reply was an advertising card of a secondhand bookstore.
I should not have thought of its being
a reply to my message bad not the
name of the firm been underscored In
pencil. I went to the bookstore and
asked if they had any communication
for me. They said they had not. I
went away disappointed, and while
walking along thinking of a possible
explanation of the problem it occurred
to me that the book I had sent Miss :
Markley might have been sold to the

put

j
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Returning to Uaa
Arm is question.
■ton, I inked tor tbe book and waff
delighted to be offered tbe eery copy
I bought it and aa I
I bad lent.
walked away looked tor a cipher mm•age in It I was not long in finding
dots under certain wordi and without
dUBculty read tbe measage.
My theory was correct Tbe girl's
aunt her father's sister, was bolding
Tbe writer did not
her a prisoner.
All she knew waa that
know why.
her aunt was watching ber always.
She was never permitted to go out
alone and felt assured that any letter
■he received or sent was oitened beShe
fore reaching or leaving her.
might possibly run away, but she
knew not where to go. Suspecting that
this surveillance had something to do
with property she bad inherited from
ber father, she bad desired to get Into
communication with an attorney In order to learn something about that
property and tbe terms of tbe will.
All was now pretty clear to me. By
the terms of the Instrument Xflss
Markley was to be her niece's guardian till she was eighteen years of age,
when the girl was to be free to act
for herself and to receive her property.
But if the heiress at the time should
be incapacitated by illness, be feeble
minded or in any way uufltted to care
for her estate, she should remain under her aunt's guardianship and the
property pass to Miss Markley for life,
after which other disposition should
The heiress would
be made of it.
come of age in a few weeks.
that Miss
Markley’s object was to keep her ward
in the background till after she was
eighteen, and she was doubtless hatching a plan to prove her feeble minded.
It was my part to concoct a plan to
outwit this scheme. My weakness lay
in the fact that at the slightest demonstration on my part Miss Benham
would likely be spirited away, that till
she came of age her aunt was her legal
guardian and that I had nothing to
show that L had been retained as ths
young lady's counsel. Besides this. I
had nevdr seen her and had no evidence that she was of sound mind.
Should I apply to the courts my interference would at once become public
property, and no judge would order
Miss Benham brought before him on
such scant evidence as I might furnish.
I could do nothing that was legal;
therefore I must break the law, at the
same time getting such advantage as
would protect both me and my client.
Realizing the fact that “possession is
nine points in the law," I resolved to
transfer the keeping of Miss Benham
to some other person than her aunt.
This must either be done by kidnaping
her or giving her an opportunity to
come of her own accord under the cure
of a new keeper.
Having opened communication with
her surreptitiously, it was to be expected that she would look for a meaning
in anything I would send her. I dare
not bribe any of the servants in the
employ of her aunt, for it was to be
supposed that she controlled them. I
concluded to use a method of the same
kind as the first I had tried. I sent
her a magazine marked “Sample
Copy.” Under certain words that embodied my message I pricked pin
holes. I felt more confidence in her
noticing this device than the first,
though it was not as plain. I told her
what was necessary for her to do and
why, advising her to send me word
when it would be possible for her to
leave her aunt that I might meet her
and take her to a place where she
would be out of her aunt's reach and
I also
secure the benefit of the law.
suggested a method of reply. On a
certain day and hour she was to drop
from a window one or more papers
with figures denoting, first, the day
of the month; second, the hour (one to
twenty-four) that she expected to be
able to leave the house. The letter "F”
was to stand for front and “R” for
The letters “A,” “B" and “C”
rear.
would denote the story from which
she would leave or must be taken.
It was between light and dark of
the day appointed for her to drop the
paper that 1 strolled by the house.
She must have been watching for me,
for I saw something white flutter
from an upper window.
I kept my
eyes fixed on it and when it reached
the sidewalk picked it up. On it was
“&
23-24.
R, B," which 1 knew
meant the eighth day of the month
between 11 and 12 o'clock at night,
from a second story rear room. This,
of course, threw upon me the responsibility of providing a means of descent from an upper story, besides a
method of flight. Had the paper fallen
into the hands of a watcher there would
have been_nothing intelligible in it.
It

was

I made

evident

an

to

me

examination or the rear

nt the house and found that there
was an alley there.
The yard was Inclosed in a high fence, the door of
which was kept locked. I provided a
ladder long enough to reach the second story and a circular saw in order
to burglarize the door.
On the appointed night, repairing to
the alley, I cut a hole In the door and
Then I watched
removed the lock.
till about half past 11 o', ock, when
there was the flash at n ; main window on the second story, probably of
an electric band light.
Understanding
this to be a signal, I raised the ladder.
The window was noiselessly opiened,
and a figure descended.
I removed
the ladder and led the way to a carriage waiting on the nearest street
At the door I saw by a street lamp
for the first time the features of my
client. I was well satisfied with the

sight
I put her In

carriagetand told the
driver to take her to the honse of an
with
whom I bad arrangelderly lady
ed for her reception.
I secured Miss Benham's fortune to
her, and when she paid my bill she
threw in her own sweet self,
a

AN ESCAPED
LUNATIC
Bi MARTHA V. PEASLEY
Copyright by American Pros
elation. ISU.

My brother Henry wrote me that be
was going to bring his friend out to
oar country place for the wreck end.
“He’s s Jim dandy. Edith.” wrote
Henry, "and I’m bringing him out purposely to Introduce him to you.”
About a mile from our place waa the
Its proximity
state Insane asylum.
was a great disadvantage In that I
In constant dread lest some maniac
should escape, come to our bouse and
murder us all. An escaped lunatic had
was

there when no one but a
maid waa In the house and Bad frightened her out of her senses.
About 5 o’clock one afternoon when
1 was Just ready to go downstairs and
out on to the plassa there came a ring
I answered the call
at the telephone.
myself. It was from the asylum and
was an Inquiry as to whether we had
seen or beard of one of the Inmates
who had left fhe grounds and gone In
He had passed out with
our direction.
a suit case In his hand, telling the gatekeeper that be bad been 'discharged
and was going home. He was one of
the most dangerous patients In the Institution.
1 replied that we had seen nothing
of him and sincerely hoped we would
not.
Then 1 went out on the piazza
and tried to think of something else.
But 1 was unable to fix my thoughts
on anything save a madman coming
down on us. Every man who passed
on
the road a short distance from
where I sat looked to me like a raving
maniac. Finally l saw a-Tnan coming
carrying a suit case. My heart went
right up Into my throat. 1 muttered
a silent prayer that be might pass the
He stopped and
He did not.
gate.
looked up at our house. “He’s the escaped patient.” I moaned. "He’s deliberating whether he’ll come hers or go
Heavens, he’s coming In!"
on farther.
There was no man In the house, and
1 sat per
1 simply must meet him.
fectly still while be came up the walk,
my heart wildly beating. I had read
stories of persons turning away insane
persona by coolness and strategy, but
I didn’t And any coolness In myself,
and. as for strategy, I was Incapable
of carrying on even an ordinary conversation with the man. By the time
he reached the piazza I saw a wrlld
eyed cremure with fiery red hair and
atmospheric disturbances similar to
heat wares emanating from his finIndeed, had 1 looked at
ger ends.
him through dancing water or an Imperfect window pane be couldn’t have
appeared more terrible. He said something to me. but 1 bad no Idea wbat
It was, except that It was a question.
“(Jo on,” 1 said—“oh, go on! They’re
after you! I Just had a telephone from
them asking If we bad seen you. As
you value your freedom, go!"
He stood looking at me. Was he going to spring upon me or would be
with that cunning often to be found
in persons of his kind attempt to outwit me so that he could effect an entrance into the bouse and murder us
ail without our being able to call for
once come

help?
“You can’t come In!” I continued exDon’t stop a
"Oh. go on!
You’ll be captured. Please
moment

citedly.
go.”

The man turned and. without a word,
1 maintained my
retraced bis steps.
position until 1 had seen him out of
the cate, then I staggered Into the
bouse, sank on a lounge, and that's
the last. 1 knew till 1 saw the maid
sprinkling my face with water.
Ashamed of my weakness, I soon
arose and by keeping smelling salts
continually at my nostrils managed to
get upstairs to my room. In the course
of an hour the maid knocked at my
door and said my brother bad come.
I was surprised at this, for he had
written that be would be with us on
Saturday afternoon, and It was now
Friday. I was so ashamed of my terror
at the approach of the lunatic—Henry
had no respect for my timidity—that
I resolved not to say anything about
it.
With the smelling salts In my
band. I went down Into the living
room.

Oh. my goodness gracious!

Am I
mad. or are my eyea askewT There,
beside Henry, stands the maniac!
“What the dickens did' you mean.
Edith, by treating Mr. Trask as you
did awhile ago? I missed the train,
and he came on without me. only to
be turned away by you.
Were you
craiy ?'
"N-n-o, b-but I thought be was"
Henry was very angry, but bis friend
soothingly said that 1 doubtless bad an
explanation. 1 gave it. A sickly smile
gradually overspread the features of
both the men. and. as for me. I ran
up to my room and locked the door, and
they didn't get me out of It tin the
next morning. When I came down to
breakfast Henry and Mr. Trask were
waiting for me. Henry, who was still
mortified at my reception of his friend,
said by way of Introduction. Just as If
we hadn’t met before:
“Edith, this Is Mr. Trask, whom I
Wrote you I would bring up with me
this week. I assure you he is In hla
right tnlnd and baa no Intention of

murdering you.”
“Yes, I have.” said the other. ‘Tm
going to pluck her heart out of her."
Now. wasn't that nice of him?
Indeed, he turned the whole matter
Into a Joke, getting Henry into good
humor and making me feel less uncomfortable.
And be kept his word about plucking
my heart out of me.
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Stepping

COUNTY NEWS.

I

Mre. Angie J«w*tM Is visiting In Au-

(oats.
Vn. Joy and daughter Hops bays gone
to Boston.
Florence Cart la

Strong Hold.
with thousands of

subjects have shown that the average
man attains bla maxlmnm strength in
his thirty-first year.
Jill—A woman’s strong age la twentyeight 1 suppose.
"Why?"
"Haven’t you noticed how they hold
on to ltr-Yonken Statesman.
A Richer Strike.
"Is it true that Maude refused a
man worth a million 1”
"It la."
"Was she crazy or In love!"
"Neither. She accepted a man worth
two millions.”—Boston Transcript

tor

Dodging Indigestion.

Spiteful.
"Why do you hats hlmf
“He ba& been knocking
girl I go with."

me to

the

“What did be tell her?”
“What my salary is.”—Houston Poet
Ho WavDenoe.
Blobbe—When she wasn't looking l
kissed her. Slobbe—What did she do?
Blobbs—Refused to look at me for the
rest of the evening.—Philadelphia Rec-

ord.

la borne from Baal Harbor
taw days, on account of Ul boaltb.

a

Mias Esther Gott, who is employed in
borne to a pend the Fourth.

Brookltn, is

Miaars Lena and Elsie Sperry bare gone
Augusta to visit their sister, Mrs. Will
Turner.
to

Mrs. Kate Horton and three children, ot
Bar Harbor, is with her lather, George

Sperry.
Mrs. Emery, witb.daughter Esther and
William, is home from Raven, Haas.,
tor the summer.

eon

OBITTAAT.

This community was shocked by the
sadden death ol Mrs. Mary Jane Beads,
widow ot Charles N. Beede, at bar borne
Saturday night, June 24, after an illness ot several months ot heart trouble,
resulting from grip.
Mrs. Beede eras born In Surry, Feb. 25,
18MI the daughter ot Jacob L. and Mary
W. (Ray) Lord. When young she went
to Salem, Maas., where she lived for many
years, being a greet worker in the Methodist church and a member ol its ohoir. In
1863 she was mart ied to Charles N. Beede,
ot that place, who died a year ago.
Seven
children were born to them, two dying in
in

fancy.

In 1376 they moved to her home town.
She possessed a fine soprano voice, and
never failed to Bit her place in the Methodist choir here until age compelled her to

—I

"'I

...

i»p,0^d

«I—M.
8k* la mack
kaaltk.
Hn. Abram »u
aooomp*0jM
bom* by lira. Stlmrataln and Hn
man, tad their children, oho
peM
a taw vaaka here.
July *.
H.
WEST BULUVAN.

will'

Prmrffo-

XrlM McGee ud Wl'e, of
gueeta of Hanry Booker tod wife.
John Cameron and wife
gaMU
David Brace ond wife, in
Newport.
H. B. Have; baa returned from
Uribon
where he vtaited hia eon, A. B.

Have;.

Mia. Georgia Davie, of
Eddington i,
■pending a few waeke at the home of p’ v
“•

PetttngiU.

The Qolden Role ■octet; held it.
,n0M.
picnic at Pro*pact Harbor, with .boot
twenty-five pneent.
Howard Webb, wife and daughter
Mu
ixe will ipend a few dayt in
CherryfWid
thia week.
Miae Alma Cook, who ha.
.pent the
winter in Somerville, Mam., i. home
for
the aanner.
Alfred Merchant and tamil;. tnd
Mr
Chamberlain and family have moved
here
from Stonington.
Vera Smith ia at home from
Farmington
normal acbool. Minnie Mattock, i.
,i*>
at home after teaching near Bangor.

July

3.

Vox Popvu.
WEST Bl'KKY.

‘Mrs. M. G. Saundera ia vi.iting Iriend.
In Buckaport.
Mra. Hollia Willine, who ha. been *of.
fering from rheumatism, i» better.
Mra. Stephen E. Qrindtc vieited her
daughter, Mr*. Prank Cottle, at Elliworth
Pall* laat week.

B. U. Cunningham 1* building .
i.rg.
faithful and devoted wife and bungalow for Mr*. Harriet Poeter of .Nevmother, an earnest Christian, a kind triend wark, N. J., who arrived bare in: week.
and neighbor. It does not matter it our Tb* bungalow ia being built on the
aboree
place is filled as soon as we have paused of Toddy pond. The mein building it
out, if in life we have so completely filled 25*38 feet, with two porcbea, each 12x35
it that in the memory ol those left behind feet. Thera ia a large
living-room, with .
no other will ever be able to exactly fit in.
wide fireplace. A well i* being dag, codhe was a staunch member ol the Meth- der supervision of Uapt. U. F.
Gray.
odist church until her death.
July A
L
She is survived by five children— Martha
HILL’EH ILL 'FALLS
and Fred, of Surry; Mrs. Alice Grant, of
Los Angeles, Cal., George, of Wisconsin,
D. P. Friend 1* somewhat improved ia
and Mrs. Grace Smith, of Baysida; also a Health.
half-brother—Jacob Lord, of Bailor's Snug
Muter Byron Dow* (pent lent week ia
Harbor, N. Y., and several grandchildren. Sedgwick.
Funeral services were held at the home
i Miu Merinn Simpaon ia at wort (or
Tuesday, at 10 o'clock, conducted by Rev. Mra. R. O. Cfcatto
E. F. Sawyer. The many handsome flow- j
Mra. H. A. Uandage arrived home from
ers teettfied the love of friends and neigh- I
bors. The choir sang “Rest at Eve", and Sooth Blow bill Sunday.
Mra. Angie Gandage will apend tbe
“The Silver Chord”. 3be was laid at rest
besifie her husband in the village ceme- Fourth i^Ellaworth with her daughter
Grace.
tery.
Axon.
July 3.
George Leighton and airter Mary viaittd
In Hockport and Sargenlville laet week,
NORTH LAMOINE.
returning home Sunday. George .< much
Roy Smith ishome from Caller, where improved in health.

She

was a

be bee

employment.

July3.

Mrs. A. A. Richardson has cone to Islesford (or a lew weeks.
Mrs. Lewis McCartney and infant son
hare cone to Bancor (or an indefinite stay.
Os pi. A.
Sooth

B. Holt and wile are home from
remain over the

Oouldsboro to

Fourth.

j

Mias Ethel Hodgkin* is expected home
this week from Washington, D. C\, where
she is

employed.

CL

mbs.

WEST BKOOKl.IN
Joahua Butler, ol New York,

i» in

tows

hu had hia hou«

fin-

buaineaa.

on

Sterling

carter

iahed inaide.
Gilbert Carter hu the lumber t' build a
bouae in place ol tbe one burned a -tngt
time ago.
B. Leighton and wile, w ho are emin Maeeachuactta, are h■■me lor
their vacalioo.
A.

Hobie Norwood and family, of Southwest Harbor, am spending a few days with
Mrs. Norwood's parents.
Eocene Hodgkins and wife,of Waltham,
MCs*., are spending their vacation with
his father, Rufoe Hodgkin*.

ployed

new flnlah put co
Charlee Lawaon and Mtrr.il
Hicharde are doing tbe job.
bJuly 3.

Guy Carter ia having

hia bouae.

_

NOitTH UEEH ISLE.

clou no exercises.

The spring term of school closed Jane
SO, with appropriate exercise*. The program is given below. This term complete*
a
successful
year's work, with Mlaa
Eunice Coggins as teacher. Those perfect
in attendance during the term are: Fred
Higgins, Augustus Phillips, Ernest Phillip*, Ruth Tripp. Program:
Sou*. O Happy Day*.School
Recitation. Vacation.Albert Christie
••
A Good Country—Benlth Young
Her Name.Caroline Linacott
Mlalreae Kitty.Walter Darla
"
The Maul.Angustua Phillip*
Exercise. The Haymakers...Si* girls
Recitation, My First Speech.Fred Higgins
A Small Girl'* Troubles,
**

Mae

Kittredge
Recitation. Ballad of War....Harold Higgins
My Vacation....Shirley Kittredge
Song. Little Derde.School
Recitation, Land of Any How,
Florence Higgins
Recitation, It.Burton Gray
The Night Wind.Mary Tripp
The With of a Small Boy.
Ernedt Phillips
Recitation. John Maynard.Ruth Tripp
Valedictory.Phronett Smith
Song, Vacation Time,
Caroline Unscott and Mas Kittredge
Closing piece.Henry Linacott
July 3.
Y.

Arthur Haviland, wile end
arrived Sunday.
at

aon

Tbomaa

Frank Doolittle, ol Milwaukee, 'Via., ia
K F. Hardy’a.
Mrs. White hu opened her cottage

Bey View

on

avenue.

New arrivale at Mra. George L. Holden a
Irving Middleton, wile end eon Irving,
and Miaa Grant, ol Cambridge, Mat*.
and daughter Beulah, ol
Forreat
ere

Higgina
Beverly, Mew., and the Miwcv Tbompaon
and Bailee, of Philadelphia, are at "The
Tangle wood”.
July 3. ________
While hoping lor the beat de
bulling lor it.

little

a

Wealth of Hair.
O. A. Farther ha* the Preparation
that grow* Hair, atop* Dsndroff
and Make* Hair Gloriously

Money back, says G. A. Parcber, if
Parisian Sage doesn’t eradicate w
dandruff, stop splitting hair, facing
hair and scalp itch, and put life an“
lustre into the hair of any man,
BLIEHIIX.
woman or child.
Char 1m A. Palmer and wife an in town
And Parisian Sage is so pleasan.
lor a abort rhik
and refreshing.
Ito cheap |«rrtumei7
msMIm Fanny Sweet it visiting bar ordor to carry around all day. no
agreeble concoction that disgusts tae
mother, Mn. H. a. Sweet.
Mre. L. Dean Holden, of
Cleveland, 0.,
• pending the aeaaon at
“Brifhtly".
Mn. Goy H. Hinckley and aon Arnold
the guests of Mus F. E.
Hinckley.
MUe Myrtle Pillabury ia
her

an

Mailing

Parent*. George M. Pillabury and wife.
Miee Jennie A. Grindle ia a
pending the
summer with Judge F. B. Snow
and wife.

Judge V. P. Kline and wile, of Cleveland, O., a ay at Ideal lodge for the aeaaon.
V. J. Loriug and
family, of Wellesley,
Maea., have opened their cottage for the
eummer.

Mine Maud Dodge and Mite G. E.
Cooley
apending the summer at the Dodge
homeatMd.

tome
senses, but a daintily perfumed
that proves its goodness the first tune
yon use it
,k
Baldness and faded hair are bota
caused by dandruff germs. 1>arls'v“
kills the germs and causes tne

Sage

hair to grow abundantly.
*
Large bottle for 50 cents at t*.
Parcber’s and druggists everywhere.

Needle Books Given Awaj
A asset
spmsabls
book;

Charles A. Stover and
wile, of Cambridge, Maas., an guests of Bufus P. Stover and wife.
Charlotte High, of Brookline,
Mas*., and Mia* Stella M. Boalwick, of

present,

k

housekeeper,
U
_I forty of

1
will bt tent nw
f>
With your request
wi»
t

TOTt

are

Mis*

ri

»*« **«Wi bn
mtanwd

resign.

ie

Hoax—Sllllcus was engaged to u
heiress. I wonder why be broke It off?
Joax—He bad an attack of Indigestion,
and the doctor told him to avoid all
rich things.—Philadelphia Record.

Bangor to

Roy Gasper

The Stark's Lazy House Building.
The most Interesting eight in the
Bottrrdam too wfh the stork, whose
nest le set high on a pinnacle of the
He was building in
buffalo bouse.
tho leisurely stylo of the British workHe would negligently deingman.
scend from the heavens with a stick.
This ho would lay on tbs fabric and
then carefully perform hia toilet, looking round and down all the time to
see that every one else was busy.
Whenever bis eye lighted on a toddling
child or a perambulator it vUlbly
brightened. "My true work!" he seemed to say. ‘This nest building U mere
bypaths of Industry.” After drinking
.and overlooking and congratulating
himself thus for a few minutes he
would stroll off over the housetops for
another stick. He waa unquestionably
a king of the garden.—Lucas in “A
Wanderer In Holland."

Bill—Experiment*

baa sons to

Miss Hand Wit bee la fpending several
weeks wttb bar parents at North Barry.

Napoleon’* Custodian at ft Helena.
Sir Hudson Lowe, the man appointed by England to bo the custodian of
the emperor, arrived at St Helena on
April 14, 181ft. Ills appearance was
not prepossessing.
He was extra ordinarily thin, with a stiff carriage. He
had a long, bony face blotched with red
abd scanty hair of a dirty yellow color.
Hls hollow eyes gleamed under thick
reddish eyebrows, but were furtive
and restless, never looking straight at
any one save by stealth.
“That Is a bad man.” declared Napoleon when he had seen him. “Hla
eye ni be examined me waa like a
hyena's canght In a trap.”
He really resembled this horrid, sly
animal in Its walk as well as In hair
and eyes. He never sat down when ho
waa talking, but swung about hesitatingly and with abrupt Jerks.—Stokoe,
“With Napoleon at St. Helena.”

Safety Valvaa of the World.
Terrific ae are the force* of volcanic
action, >hey bare tarred and do yet
aerre their ordained porpoae in the
magnificent scheme of coemlc development
Volcanoes form a natural rant
for the pentup Internal forces resulting from the slow cooling and consolidation of the earth's mats. They act
as the safety valves of the world, without which the crust of the earth would
In all probability burst with explosive
force and with a resulting cataclyam
appalling to contemplate. Volcanoes
tend. In fact, to maintain the normal
stable equilibrium between the interior
and the outer surface of the world.

“™

BURRY.

mttNt certain piece of moat bo bad
In tho ahow window.
"But," mid tho waiter, “we"—
“No beta," replied tho old man. "Too
bring mo what I aak for or I won't got
anything ban at alL"
Bather than looo a customer, the
waiter did as bo was told and, getting
the piece of meat, took It back to be
cooked. Attar a King wait the meat
was brought to the. customer, who. Instead of thanking the waiter, said,
“Look here, young man, what is tho
matter with this meat?"
"Nothing la the matter with it, air,
except that the paint on It has formed
a few blisters from the heat."
“Why, what do you mean by thatf*
liked tb# old
"Simply this," replied the waiter.
"Those pieces of meat you aw In tho
window were not made to eat. They
were made for advertising purposes,
but you Insisted, sir, upon baring one
of 'em"—Philadelphia Times.

The Way Out.
A well known Boston physician was
on his way to his office one winter
morning when the sidewalks were a
glare of ice. While going down the
street he met a lady coming in the
opposite direction. The lady was a
stranger to him, although be was not
unknown to her.
In trying to avoid each other on the
icy pavement they both slipped and
came to the sidewalk facing each other, with their pedal extremities considWhile the polite
erably entangled.
doctor was debating in his mind what
was the proper thing to do under the
trying circumstances the problem was
solved by the quick wltted lady, who
quietly remarked:
"Doctor, if you will be good enough
to rise and pick out your legs 1 win
take what remains.”

Brooklyn X. T., am ia too*

from a

Heine,

yellow
Atwood
experience

of “Ik T."

tod!

nion of tl l remedy. Writ*
Oo, Port!®*
the Is T.

